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INTRODUCTION 



INTRODUCTION 

This research into the history of architecture courses 

in=Fhculties of Architecture in Venezuela, was undertaken as 

as necessary background for the proposal of a history course, 

the objective of Part II of my thesis work. 

As information about history of architecture courses 

either didh't exist or wasn't easily available, in our 

Faculty or in any other, the research involve a considerably 

bigger effort than at first peemed necessary. 

Visits, interviews, and a long search for old programmes 

were needed. A questionnaire, in as simple a form as possible 

was drafted to be used as a basis for interviews, (5ee Appendix 

2 of this volume). 

Until 1972 there were only three Faculties of Architecture 

in the country. In 1973 a fourth one was formed, and during 

1975, several others will be formed bringing the number by 

midyear to eight. 

In our study we considered only the three 'traditional' 

Faculties which are: University of Zulia, en Maracaibo; 

Central University of Venezuela, in Caracas; and, University 

of Los Andes, in Mdrida. 

Some comments about the Faculties and Universities are 
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tobe found within this research, and others can be found 

in the last Chapter of Part II, 'historical background' 

and 'conditioning environment'. Let us first, mention students 

population so as to give the following chapters some context 

The Faculty in Caracas has about 2.400 students, our Faculty 

in Maracaibo about 500, and the one in Merida, about 450 

students. 

Faculties of Architecture and architectural studies are 

rather new in Venezuela, the first program, started in 1944. 

We decided to do our research on the three mentioned 

Faculties, since they were formed before 1974, when the 

majority of out visits and interviews were made. 

Information form the first decade of the first Faculty 

of Architecture is scarce and difficult to find. One of the 

reasons is that architectural studies began in all three 

cases as departments or Schools in other; F'äculties, mainly 

under Engineering, and apparently documents are lost or 

So mixed that they are practically nor available. 

Nevertheless, the-information retrieved proved sufficient 

to give a clear picture of what history of architecture 

teaching and research has been in Venezuela. 

Concerning the new Faculties of Architecture, not 

included in this research, which basically are draining 

experiences and human resources from the existing facilities 
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especially in Caracas, they have nothing new to offer to 

our work for the'time being. 

There have always been history of architecture courses 

within architectural education in Venezuela, and this 

research has been indeed useful for the final proposal. It 

may prove even more useful in the future, as the first and 

only one available at a moment when all three faculties 

are changing curriculum. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1. HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE COURSES 

Objective: Study history of architecture courses in 

the Faculties of Architecture -selected- 

of Venezuela. 

1.1. Introduction. 

In all three faculties studied, there have always 

been history of architecture courses, and in spite 

of all controversies in other countries, particularly 

in Europe, they have been constinuously winning 

strength within their respective Faculties. 

1.2. Central University of Venezuela. 

The Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism of the 

Central University of Venezuela, the oldest in the 

country, was formed in 1941 as a department of the 

Faculty of Physical Sciences and Mathematics. 

Studies began in 1944, and it was declared a school 

in 1946 and became an independent Faculty in 1953. 

History of architecture courses have always been 

a part of this department. 

1.2.1. Data retrieved: 

For that Faculty, it has not been possible 
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to obtain all the courses and programmes 

from 1944. A11-programmes were obtained 

from 1945 and 1946. 

Good information was retrieved as to research, 

and the department of history of architecture 

and its activities, as it is possible to see 

through the bibliography. 

Most of lecturers were contacted and 

interviewed, and they provided information 

about the programmes from 1944, and all 

kinds of further background about the courses, 

as most of them were within the Faculty for 

several years. 

1.2.2. Courses ubication: 

History of architecture courses are given, 

in recent years, from the first to the 

fourth year, or following the semesters plan, 

from the second to the eight semester. Some 

of the courses -seven out of ten- are electives, 

which allows fpr a certain freedom for students. 

It is, nevertheless, limited by some pre- 

requisites from other subjects. 

Pre-requisites require, 'Introduction to Theory 

of Architecture' as the first contact with 
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architectural problems and the ideas behind 

them for first year students. The other 

compulsory subjects are 'History of Modern 

Architecture' I and II, offered from the 

fifth to the seventh semester, which 

complement that introduction although 

perhaps somewhat late. Otheh subjects are 

electives and are considered as complementary. 

Of the seven offered, students'must take 3. 

1.2,3. Research: 

Concerning research, there has been, as 

part of the School, a Centre for Historical 

and Aesthetics Researchs since 1962 (C. I. H. E. ). 

That center publishes its-works in a magazine 

called''Boletin' with wide national and 

international distribution mainly in Latin 

American countries. 

Research works must be determined within a 

general policy set by a special committee 

called 'Comision de Politica de Investigaci6n' 

'(Comision for Politics on Research). 

The above mentioned Comision, as quoted in I 

'Science and Technology for national 

development; bases for action 1973-741 
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published by the National Council for 

Scientificand Technological Research 

(CONICIT), has proposed: 

.... "a, 6 baUdLng de. 4Lgn Ld the main pnobtem 

Jon a hchitec t4 , and baUdLngd the jina. 2 

pno duct oj the bu . 2d1. ng Lndue. tn y, xhete is 

an obviou4 need 6o, % , the Faculty to £ocu4 

i ned eanch ano und thL4 £Letd, con4Ldeting 

the pnobLemd of L. d £nduetn£zUzation" (1) 

', Fallowing that the Comision recommends about 

research areas.,... 

,,,, "the Centta. e Univen4Zty of Venezuela has 

aV. eady. developed some nedeanch' -appt ed and 

ba4Zc. on baLLdLng matenia. Zs, atnuctune4 adn 

Lnati ttat ofc, within the Faculty oj 

EngZneening; ' . CeavLng open the 1Le. Ld4 oj 

expe. Lmentct baUdLnga deve. 2opmenx (na. tuna. C 

£ie. 2d bon the-. anchitect), applied nea eanch 

in design concenna and uden %equitementz, 

and the economic and 4ocia. 2 aspects of 

buitdLng £nduzttiatiza.. ion, demognaphLc 

pnoce4d, cuttunat and £deo. Cogics ztauc2unea, 

Lndu4 t%ia2 onganLza#Lo'n and development; 

(1) ComL4Zon jot Pa £ . i. ca on Rea eanch oj the FacAty oj 

Anchtitectune and Unbantiam of the CenUnat Univek4Lty of 

Venezuela. 
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aUU o which must be undentaien by the 

Facuttyºº (2 

Further the Comision recognises the importance 

of research into architectural education 

itself, and in number 3 of its recommendation 

about research areas, it suggests.... 

"PanaUUe2 to the phojec. ta wLthin . theae aneaa 

I of nat onat p/. LoxLt. Led, £x- L4 nece44any of 

con4Zdea aspects of anchtitectunaZ education 

giving 4pecLaZ ptionLty to those nedeaach 

pnojects neiated ditec. ty to the . i, mpnovement 

o6 education Jon anchitecta and p. 2annetz". 

As concerns what kind of research must be 

done, the Comision has some defined criteria, 

that from the personal interviews I conducted, 

seems to be generally accepted. 

"Redearsch ejpntz, must be oben. ted Iowa rda 

appl_i. ed aeseanch and expenimentat development 

in pnob. eemd areas condidened a pnLo&ita, %y 

in Venezuela; this zt&a. tegy to oicganLze 

nea eanch within the Faca Uy does not mean 

to abandon basic %e4ea&ch that is Sound 

nece4zany bon expexi. menta. deveZopmen. t on 

(2) Point 2. Recommendct ionb about %e4eanch aneab. ComL4Lon 

jon PotLtZc4 on Redearsch. 
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applied nes eanch" 

In the Chapter General criteria for research 

development' the Comision took some ideas 

proposed by the Institute of Urbanism of the 

U C. V. Faculty.... 

.... "d cZenfii hic tez eaxch £4 an £mpon. tangy 

key jot the devetopment os teaching pnocebae4 

within the Faculty and it £e £heneJone 

£ndLapendab! e to ea. tabU4h adequate teseatch 

pot i,. cLea ... . 

This i 4ti Luxe whose main note is nea eanch, 

through won(za, pubticationd, etc., wLUU not 

on'y contn2bu. te to post-gnadua. te teaching 

but witt, ab weit, be genenaton and promo. ton 

of new teachings(*) in anchtitectunat aneaa". 

In an other document, the Comision, analysed 

the current situation in 'General 

Recommendations' states...... 

.,, "it £d, as wett, true that neaouncez 

avaL&tbZe bon ae4 eanch in the Centxa. 2 

UnLve' ty o6 Venezue. Pa ate t i, mited, thene- 

jone it JaUU4 on the FacuUUy CouncUU (*) 

(* ) the undettini ng £ mine. 
(*) Condejo de FacuZtad. The main au. thoi ty of a FacuUUy in 

Venezueta. 
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to take cane that neeouncea be de4. Zned 

to pi o%ity ahead o6 Anchitectune and 

UnbanZdm. To 6aciZdtate auch agoat, the 

Facutty CouncLt muax define a nea eanch 

policy". 

These recommendations are justified 

because the Comision considers, with some 

basic, that research projects at present 

correspond more to personal or groups 

interest, than to a general programmed 

effort. 

Immediately following, the Comision mention 

some pertinant-aspects as to the regulation 

governing research: 

"Accoading to the Law of UnLvenatitiea (3) and 

CouncLZ decL4Lond, tezeanch pnojectA, dhouwd 

be ba. 4ed on; 

a) Lectutena, Lndi0idaa. Uy, and In4. t tu. tea 

oa o. Chen bodLe4, mudt pnepane nedeaach 

pnognamme4 yean. 2y. 

b) ptLo/t ty a4ea4 4houtd be defined even 

£S they ane momentatity out o6 the immediate 

need oj teaching actLvLtLea. 

(3) Ley de Univen4Ldades 
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c) pnebenab. Zy %ezeatch bhouZd be in gnoupa, 

because genera ey 4peaking its impact wLU 

he ban broaden and a betten use nedounces 

witZ be neaZiz ed; 

d) the Faau. Uy-CouncLts must cootdina. te 

nea eanch actLvLtLe. 4 a. t. theLn own . 2eveZ. 

Then the Comision proposed for the Faculty 

a Permanent Comision attached to the 

Faculty Council, to take care of all research 

requirements mentioned, above and any others 

that may correspond later. 

In more direft relation to research in 

history of architecture courses, the document 

in 'General information about the research 

group' section 1.1. Centre for historical arid 

aesthetics research, clarifies the are 

-relationship between the research field, 

teaching and extension. 

"2.2. Research types. 

In genetaL %e. 6 ea&ch being done by C. I. f1. E(*) 

may be de6Lned according to CONICIT ctitexLa, 

as o. Lented to ba4Lc neaeatch, although some 

wo, %kA, U tze thoae ae6eated to conaenvation, 

(*) Cent&e £on N. i. 4IotLcafL and Aezthetic Reseanch 
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ate mote applied neaeaachl' 

These research types do not correspond to 

applied research, but considering the nature 

of history and its possibilities for 

stimulatins research they have been useful 

to history teaching even though not of the 

proposed types of applied research or 

experimental development. 

"2.3. Rech , on with teaching. 

Redearsch done by C. I. H. E. membena had'1: been 

tLgh.. Cy connected to teaching and to 

hZi tonLaL contents peed en. ted by £ec. tuaena 

in -thei, % counded". 

This quotation ratifies what we said 

before about the usefulness of research 

projects in history. 

"2.4. Othena. Extension 

The C. I. H. E. , thnough it z %e4 eanch expect4 

to contnZ6ute to the Fznow. Cedge and 

eo na envatLo noj the cuttunat and hß. 4 toxLcat 

hetLtage of the countxy, £hua aenvLng non 

unLvenaitany ß. n4. tL. tutiona in the couniny 

as wett as abnoad". 
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It is worth of note that in spite of this 

purpose both important and necessary in a 

country whose architectural heritage is 

being destroyed (*), revising the list of 

research done or being done, the simple 

majority of the projects are related to 

foreign countries. 

The list.. collected by than Comisibn in 

1974 is: 

- Research finished 

. Barroque in America 

. Architecture in Colonia Tovar 

Decoration in Andean Architecture 

-Research in progress 

. Inca Architecture 

. Conservation criteria in Latin America 

. Engineer Alberto Lutowski 

. Colonial ornaments on Architecture in 

Mexico 

. Vene aielan contemporany architecture 

-Research in projection 

" Jesuitic missions in Paraguay 

" Aesthetics of chaos 

" Highland architecture in Latin America 

L*) AS had happened in fange scale in Maracaibo with 
hL4to cat anchtitec. tune 
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The official handbook of the Centre för 

Historical and Aesthetics Research states, 

concerning 'Orientation': 

.... "it i. b neceaaany jot dtudente £ottowLng 

the dLa cLptine to obtain Fznow. Cedg eoj 

pnactLca. Z appticatLon and edpecia. LLzafion, 

Znxead oj co n4iden-, ng it 1 a6 t ad cu. 2UunaZ 

backgnaund". pp. 3 

"Con4LdetLng hti4Co/%c&Z hnowZedge as basic 

in documenxany nedeanch and ct tLca2 

appnecLat. Lon, hL4tony of ancht. tec. tune 

co una es ... 11 pp. 4 

Research-on history of architecture is then 

considered as a methodology to be used in 

practical application and architectural 

criticism. 

In that document are established justification 

for the C. I. H. E. in relation to the; Fäculty, 

in relation to the past, in relation to 

present, and in relation to the country. 

In article 1 of the Regulations Governing 

the creation of the . C]ýI. H. E., promulgated 

by the University Council of the Central 

University ofIV nezuela, it says: 
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"The Centre ban t1iAto'Lcat aAd Aezthex. i, c 

- Reaeanch Ld a body £undamentaUUy dedtLned 

to the aeaeanch and the Lmpnovemen. t of 

teaching methodb...,. " pp. 16 

In relation with C. I. H. E. objectives this 

function has been fulfilled as far as 

research is concerned. The 'improvement' 

of teaching methods has-taken place more 

a consequence of research-programmes than 

as a planned activity. 

Several research projects done by C. I. H. E. 

have been financed by the Council for 

Scientific and Humanistic Development of the 

University, as the Faculty does not have 

extensive financial resources. 

1.2.4. Coordination; 

The. 'Dbpartment of History of Architecture 

and the Centre for Historical and Aesthetic 

Researchs belong to the Department of 

General Studies within the Faculty, and the 

teaching and research focus of the staff 

(8 lecturers for 2.300 students) are limited 

to history of architecture courses offered 

at the undergraduate level, with the exception 
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of one postgraduate course for the Institute 

of Urbanism of the'Thculty. 

Coordination between history of architecture 

courses and other theoretical subjects or 

project work is not planned, but on occasions 

is realized around a certain problem or 

project being done, or through a group of 

interested persons. There is, nevertheless, 

a general agreement that coordination is 

needed. 

With the acceptance, within the near future, 

of the so called Teaching Units (*), proposed 

for this year (1975) coordination would occur, 

Ior better still integration in teaching, with 

a history lecturer within each Unit, as well 

as of other theoretical subjects. Most of 

the history of architecture lecturers are 

doubtful about the possibilities of integration 

of history, because 12 Units are being formed 

and there are only 8 history lecturers. 

There is a shortage of specialized lecturers. 

Besides there is as well a problem of 

diversification, because at present each 

lecturer guide his courses according to his 

(*) UnLdad Docen#e. A 4e2i duppoxtLng teaching unit jot 200 

e-tudent4. 
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interest and some of them have alNqays been 

doing the same period or civilization or 

subject. It will be difficult for them to 

be able to give the kind of help needed in 

each Unit to cover all kinds of projects at 

different levels. 

1.2.5. Elective course; 

On point 1.2,2. above, we mentioned that 

now 10 courses are being offered, although 

in some documents 16 are listed, of which 

3 are compulsory: 

Introduction to Theory of Architecture 

History of Modern Architecture I 

- History of Modern Architecture II; 

and seven are electives: 

History of world architecture 

- History of Pre-Columbus architecture 

History of American (Latin) architecture 

-LV'enesulan contemporary architecture 

- Conservation of ancient monuments 

- Art and architecture 

- Barroque influences in Latin America 

In the document 'History Department. Centre 

for Historical and Aesthetic Research' the 
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relationship between compulsory and elective 

courses are defined;.... 

"History o6 Modern Anch. i.. tectune ahatt be 

comptemen. ted w. c',. ih counaea on NL4. oty 06 

Woi d AnchLtectuae, hLd. tony of American 

Anchitec. tun. e, and current pnobtemd in 

an ahitectute,.... pp. 1 12 

Theme "s etec. ion and aux tiany couna eis (*j 

£ocua muat avoid tLmZted LconognaphLc on 

anchaeo. e. ogLc dchemee, and be oiLented towand4 

authentic Lntene. a. td emengLng Jnom oun 

pneaent 4ocLa. C condLtion. a and out cuttunaL 

and aociaL pnobtemd". pp. 2 

Elective courses are, considered auxiliary, 

and fundamental subjects are considered, to 

be theory of architecture and modern 

architecture, In relation to credit units, 

there is no difference, as each course is 

worth two credit units per semester. 

Each lecturers has complete freedom in the 

running of his cours, whether compulsory or 

elective, and can change content according 

to his interest. 

(*) the undettinting £a mine. UNIVERSITY 
OF YORK 
LI©RARY 
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1.2,6. Post-Graduate; 

In point 1.2,4,, above, we mentioned that 

the history department offers a post-graduate 

course in the Institute of Urbanism. 

"Subject 4.2. HLd. tan y and C, %itic oJ UnbanLam 

Vocumentany and cnitZcaL ana. ey6L4 of mo4. t 

4Zgniiican. td ztagea the p oceaa of unbanLzation, 

tetaito/Lat onganLzct ion, with 6peciat attention 

the potLtZca. 2-economic mechanLam, whoae 

na. ioncttity dependa in £ast nedont to the 

d-. ac&imLna. tony . apace oS a tLpLc modenn 

city". pp. 15 

The course defined in that way is within the 

subject area of 'Physical Planning and Urban 

Design' of the above mentioned post-graduate 

studies. 

During 1974, the history department introduced, 

to the'Faculty Council, a 'Program for a 

Post-Grade Course on History of Architecture 

and Urbanism' to begin in 1975, It is a 

Master's'Degree course of two years, with 

lecturers from Venezuela and abroad. 

"The academic pnognam of KLs. tony o6 Anchitec. tune 

w-LUU have as objectives, teaching and £un. then 
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education of paoje44ionaLa in if Stony of 

Anchitectate, Wh a great emphasiz on 

aachLtec. tune and unbanZ4m tin-Latin Ameni. ca.. 

Con4Lde. Lng the tack os zpecia ized 

tectunena in HL, a. tony oj Anchitectune oj 

Latin Ameni. ca, the counae w-UL punsue the 

pnepaica-tLo noj £ectunend jot the unLven4Lt y 

ýý ý. ýeveQ: '. 

The course shall include, 4 semesters, 

courses based on conferences, seminars, 

and 'a thesis, with a special importance 

given to historical research and methodology. 

Entrance will be limited to about 15 

professionals with selection criteria. 

1.3. University of Zulia. 

History of architecture courses in the3F, hculty, 

then a School of thelFäculty of Engineering, 

were virtually started at the same time, although 

as they were placed in the second and third year, 

they actually started somewhat later. 

1.3.1. Data retrieved: 

In this case it has been possible to obtain 

a good deal of documents and retrieve 
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r 

information from all the present lecturers 

through interviews and questionnaries. The 

information may be considered as comprehensive. 

All documents are listed in the bibliograhy. 

It must be noted, the lack of history 

programms from 1963 to 1965. The information 

was provided by ex-students now lecturers 

of those same courses. 

All the lecturers from 1965 on have been 

interviewed, and the information from earlier 

lecturers -was- obtained indirectly. 

1.3.2. Course Ubication: ' 

Course ubication has been discussed more 

than one, to decide if the course are correctly 

placed-and contribute to the education of 

architectural students. They are placed in 

the third and fourth years, or from the 

fifth to the eighth semesters, following the 

system now in use. 

In 1962, in a document published after the 

first semester, the new ubication was 

commented on as being an improvement over 

the former postiion. 

0 
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From that moment on the courses called 

History of Architecture I and History of 

Architecture II have remained in the third 

and fourth year, respectively, and the 

objectives, methods and contents of the 

courses have been changing as we shall in 

following chapters. 

Since 1967 'in the Socio-Humanistic 

Department (4) where the courses fall within 

the Faculty, discussions have been going on 

as the organization, the convenience or 

inconvenience of their ubication, and whether 

they should be expanded or not. 

1.3.3. Research: 

Only mild attempts to do some research have 

been made in the history of architecture, 

and there are no researchers among the staff. 

Considering the number of courses -two- and 

in spite of students numbers, the 4 lecturers 

could do some research and if they were not 

given other non-related responsibilities 

with a good program. 

In none of the documents considered 'basic' 

by the Faculty, is the need for research in 

(4) AUU subjectz ate gnouped on . thnee depan-tment4. Socio- 
Hamantiefii. c; Technotogicat, and CneatLve. 
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history of architecture mentioned or 

suggested. On the contrary, when the 

Faculty has been invited to present a 

position or assume responsability in matters 

of public interest it has always refused 

to do so as happened with the restauration 

of Maracaibo's CathedraI. which is being 

done badly or when most. of the city's 

authentic histörical architecture was 

destroyed for the sake of 'modern 

developments'. 

In history of architecture II programmes 

in the last year research about some urban 

problem is mentioned as a teaching experience 

and a basis for practical work. 

1.3.4. Coordination: 

There exists a clear coordination between 

courses of History of Architecture I and II, 

through programmes and at times the 

lecturers work as a, team. 

This coordination is not so clearly seen in 

connection with other subjects within the 

department or with other departments. Each 

subject follows and independent line of 
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teaching, Only in Social sciences in the 

second year, has it been possible to 

introduce concepts about urban development 

and the use of methodologies that are 

similar. 

It is obvious that a better coordination 

is needed with project work, construction, 

structures, sociology, ecology and planning, 

and changing current programmes. 

1.3.5. Elective Courses: 

Many time the need for elective courses has 

been mentioned and established in writing, 

but they have practically never existed 

until now, the same is truth of History of 

Architecture when the two existing courses 

are compulsory, 

History of architecture is one of the 

subjects that, considering its broad scope, 

multiplicity of phocuses possibles, and wide 

variety of objectives and contents, is best 

suited to elective courses to allow for 

student choice and stimulation. 

Elective course objectives could be during 

the first years; introducturs, orientation 
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and promotion; towards the middle years 

concepts consolidation, working methods, 

and critical analysis, and during the 

last years, diversification, or even 

specialization. 

Contents may vary from general and cultural 

background, to social, political, economic, 

or to artistic, scientific and technological, 

as well as include thems, or periods, or 

civilizations. 

This value in credit units, if the fashion 

goes on, may vary according to their 

importance, and the time devoted. 

1.4. University of Los Andes. 

Architectural studies started in the University of 

Los Andes, as in the Central University of Venezuela 

and the University of Zulia, within the Faculty of 

Engineering, in this case in 1961. The School was 

formed in 1962, becoming a Faculty in 1970. 

History of architecture courses have always been 

a part of the studies, and like in the other 

Faculties they have changed through the years, 

gaining in strenght. 
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1.4.1. Data retrieved; 

As it happened with the Central University 

of Venezuela in this case if has been 

difficult to obtain information about the 

first years, but a good deal form the last 

years, was available specially since 1971. 

General information about the Faculty is 

generous, as can be seen on the b±Uliograhy. 

Lecturers provided important information 

through interviews and the questionnaire. 

The information may be considered enough 

to judge the present situation -1971 to 

1974- of history of architecture teaching, 

but poor from 1961 to 1971. Fortunately, 

some lecturers had been there since 1962. 

1.4.2. Course ubication: 

History of architecture courses are offered 

from'L the first to the fourth years, with 

relative flexibility allowed by elective 

courses. 

Since 1973, the University of Los Andes has 

had General Studies for the first four 

semesters, The first two are general for all 
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students, and the third and fourth are 

diversified (5) 

In general studies, known as well as the 

basic cycle, starting in second semester, 

three history courses are given, all three 

compulsory: 

- History IA (Introduction to the history 

of architecture) 

- History IB (History of Modern architecture) 

- History IC (Theory of contemporary 

architecture) 

In the professional cycle -the fifth to tenth 

semesters - nine course are offered: 

-- History of1Rbnaissance architecture 

- History of Colonial architecture in Latin 

America, both compulsory, and: 

- Theory of Architecture IA 

- Theory of Architecture IB, 

one of which is compulsory 

History of Urban Architecture 

- History of Landscape Architecture 

(5) Genetat Studies ate a set oj bazic aub j ec. couna e4 given 
to aft itizot yea& and second yeana student os the UnLven4Lty 
in an esjon2 to bii_ ng down costa, because oý Lncnea4Ang 

students popuFations. 
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- History of Architecture and Engineering 

in Venezuela. 

History of North-American Architecture 

- Conservation 

of there five courses, two are compulsory. 

This means that in the professional cycle, 

five courses must be taken, practically 

one each semester because the tenth 

semester is completely destined to a final 

project or thesis. 

There are pre-requisites with the courses 

of general studies, which related the first, 

four listed. 

1.4.3. Research: 

Within the Faculty there is a research 

centre, forme in 1970, with five sections, 

one of which is the Section for Historical 

Research. In 1973 jointly with other re- 

organization proposals, it was suggested 

that the Centre could be transformed into 

an Institute (6) 

(6) within Venezueta'd Univen4Lty b#nuc. tune an in4titwte 
L4 mope Ampon. tant than a Cent&e. 
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The reasons for that change, among others, 

in the respective document (7(, are: 

"a) The Facutty oj AnchLtectune, until now, 

Ls 4tauc#uned to eoLve only one. 'type of 

pnobLema: pnobLems o6 graphic de4Lgn, and 

. i. ndu. 6txiaL deaJgn (very Lit. tLe thZ4 Lagt 

type), pro bZema oj Anchi#ectune, and pro bLem4 

o6 p. Canning. Theaea we catt probLema of 

de4Lgn4". 

ý'..... ti is then neceaaauy, to do aeseanch 

to know situations (that we suppose to be 

hzgh. Cy 4y4 tematLc) . ThL4 we Gatt 'ao. 2üe 

nea eanch pno btema' . pp. 4 

Continuing, in the same document, under 

conclusions.... 

"The Centne does not nectUze, sya. tematZcatty, 

nea eanch that may be appt ed to teaching 

de4Lgn, 

Not, däes the pneaen. t atnuc&une of the 

School attow jot it". pp. 5 

Observing the list of research done on planning 

(7) Notes Jon a tepoxt to de. CLven Jon the Pno f ect Jon the 

Rea eanch Institute oj the Pacutty oj Anchi. tectune oj the 
UnZvena1. ty o6 Los Andes. Octobers 1973. 
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we must agree that allof them seem useful 

for teaching purposes. 

Proposed objective for the new Institute are: 

".... to heap teaching, attow-Lng jot a tLahen 

teaching pq gtam with expeiLences obtained 

in the I I4st tuCe, pnepayLng educatLonaZ 

ma. teiZata and teaching . dtai j, oben . ing 

studen. ta . owandb ne4 eanch (*) 

Second, do ned eanch dLnectt y Mated to 

pnobLems concenned with de4Zgn jot the 

Latin Ameti. can envL'. onmen. dunden-developed; 

countKe4 ) 

ThAd, contni. bute to nedeanch aimed at 

4o. 2vLng aegLonaZ pnob1emd". pp. 5-6 

It would seem that 'to prepare teaching 

staff' is not properly a task for a research 

institute, nor does seem the orientation of 

students towards research at undergraduate 

level, to be an important purpose, depending 

on what emphasis is given to the concept 

'orientate'. Accepting that it is possible 

and even useful that the undergraduate 

students take part in research programmes, 

(*) unden2LniLng Ls mine. 
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and partially, that it is important for 

them to learn about research methodology, 

we believe that students in Venezuela are 

not mature enough for research at that 

level. 

The Historical Research Section, of the 

existing Centre, has a research project in 

progress about 'migrant people on non 

regulated settlements in Merida', that has 

changed considerably in its orientation 

during the last year or so, Likewise, 

through history of architecture courses 

practical work and some recordings and 

studies of small towns around M6rida have 

been succesffully made. 

This kindoof work is defined in 'Regulations 

for Collateral Work. )Department of Historic 

and Humanistic Disciplines', in the following 

terms: 

"To de4Lne thnough exact aeconding,. the 

wont being 4tudLed..... 

S. tudent4 dha2i necond on A evenat vi4it4, 

pnoducLng a gnaphLc anaty4L4 . htough 

dkexchea, about monpho! ogLca2 and 

can. 6tnucttana2 aspec. td, and in gene-tat any 
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etemen. t uaeju. e to pnoduce a weZZ 1LnL4hed 

study, and a clean undeutandLng of the 

. subject, 

As a complement, exhaustive, hZ4to, % ca. C 

documentany %eseatch must be pheaented 

with; an2Lcte4, opLnLon. 4, cz. tLca, o. 2d 

pZctunea, de4Lgn4, photognaph4, etc" pp. 2-3 

Research by a team of history and project 

lecturers on Venezuelan architecture from 

1945 onwards is now in progress, with the 

purpose of defining a theory of Venezuelan 

architecture. 

1.4.4. Coordination: 

History of architecture courses belong to 

the Department of History of the Faculty, 

and the department gives courses to the 

University as a whole in general studies. 

History of architecture lecturers, besides 

giving history courses, are studio tutors 

working in teams with other lecturers, and 

contributing the historical context for 

every project. Historical methodology and 

critical analysis are constantly present in 

project work. 
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In studying the courses offered it is easy 

to see that there is a certain relationship 

between contents and projects work, in most 

of them deal with modern and Venezuelan 

architecture. The only exceptions are the 

'introduction' at the general studies level, 

and 'renaissance architecture' which is 

useful as background information and for 

analysis and critical methodology. 

1.4.5, Elective courses; 

As we have already seen in point 1.4.2. 

'courses ubication', during the professional 

cycle, the'-fifth to the tenth semesters, 

there are 7 elective courses of which the 

student must take at least three. Other 

than Theory of Architecture I and II, that 

are compulsory, there is a certain freedom 

and orientation for students as may be 

seen in-: the list presented in point 1.4.2. 

mentioned above. 

Elective courses (some of them began on 1974 

as seminars), contribute to complement 

compulsory courses and to give new or 

different orientations for studies and 

research, as well as motivation. 
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1.5. Summary. 

In all threeTFaculties of Architecture considered 

in this work, history of architecture course have 

existed since architectural studies were established 

although they have changed in objectives, content 

and importance, especially form 1968 onwards. 

In the Faculty of Architecture of the University 

of Zulia courses are placed on the'third and fourth 

years for the time being (*), and in the other two 

Faculties, from the first to the fourth years. 

Research in farily_developed in the Central 

University of Venezuela, Caracas, at the lecturers 

level; there is little development in the University 

of Los Andes, Merida; and practically non existing 

in the University of Zulia, Maracaibo. 

Coordination of history of architecture courses 

with other subjects and project work is not 

programmed or established through objectives and 

contents. In the case of U. L. A. (**) a certain 

coordination is achieved with history lecturers 

acting as studio tutors. In the U. C. V. (*) there 

(*) Tgis wLUU change with the new cuivtZcu. eum on 1975. 

, 
(**)unLven4Ldad de £o4 Ande4. Univen4Lty of Loa Ande4. 
(*)Univeh4Ldad Centnat de Venezueta. Cenbnat. Untive. 4Lty of 

Venezueta. 
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is no coordination, but some is expected as a 

consequence of the teaching units starting this 

year. In L. U. Z. (*: ) 

within the Soci-Huma: 

In U. C. V, and U. L. A. 

offered are elective 

no elective courses, 

during 1975. 

there is only coordination 

zistic department. 

over 50% of the courses 

courses, In LU. Z. there are 

They shall probably began 

There is no post-grade program, in history of 

architecture in Venezuela, but the U. C. V. hopes 

to start with a Master'sJDlgree course during 

1975. 

1.6. Conclusions. 

History of architecture courses, that have always 

existed within architectural studies in Venezuela, 

will probably continue to exist, because even when 

their importance, contents, objectives and usefulness 

have been discussed, never has their elimination been 

suggested. 

During this research work it has been difficult to 

get all the information required, especially about 

old programmes, and due to the lack of lecturer 

(**)Un. ven4Ldad del ZuZia. Univen4Lty oý ZuZia. 
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response to the questionnaire. Good detailed 

information is available for thellatt four years. 

Courses ubication seems more appropriate from the 

first to the fourth years (as in U. C. V. and U. L. A. ) 

then later on (like L. U. Z. ) when awareness and 

knowledge about modern architecture arrive too late 

for the sutdents have an opportunity to apply them. 

Research must be basic to teaching and one of the 

main reasons for the existence of history of 

architecture courses. It must be increased and 

related to have teaching objectives of the 

Faculty, to the courses and to history subjects 

and contents. Research programmes on history of 

architecture must stress the importance of studying 

buildings and areas of historic value, within 

Venezuela and to propose and promote their 

conservation, without neglecting subjects about 

other architectures within the line of western 

civilizations. 

It is necessary to establish a better coordination 

between history of architecture, other disciplines 

and project work. At present itiis pract:. cally 

non-existent with the exception of U. L. A., where 

there is some coordination through lecturers mainly. 

The purpose of this coordination is to make 
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historical knowledge and methodological analysis 

useful and to transfer a motivation for history 

courses. Every architect must be aware of his nwn 

historical position and his relations to the past 

and present, in order to be able to design works 

that will stay for the future. 

Elective courses are convenient, because they 

allow flexibility and motivational possibilities 

for students, (with) and for the courses, and they 

allow as well for smaller groups to be formed for 

teaching purposes. 

There is a need for, at least, 'one' centre for 

postgraduate studies in history of architecture 

and conservation in the country. On one hand more 

specialized staff is needed, and on the other 

Venezuela is short of a national program for 

conservation of its architectural and historic 

heritage. In this sense, the course proposed in 

the U. C. V., even without all the virtues desirable, 

might be the appropriate beginning if national 

resources are channeled to it. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. COURSES OBJECTIVES 

Objective: Study stated objectives for history of 

architecture courses in the Faculties. 

2.1. Introduction. 

Clear definition of the objectives is important 

because they define the course : usefulness, place 

it within the studies, determine if it must. be 

compulsory or electives,. indicate teaching and 

assessment methods, and govern the general and 

specific requirements. 

N 

Likewise general objectives for education 

according to David Warren Piper (1) must correspond 

to students, society or consumer, and subject and 

staff. The course objective must respond to those 

three factors and to the general objectives of 

the institution where the course is offered, in 

this case the Faculty of Architecture. 

In this chapter we shall see how objectives have 

changed considerably over the years but the 

contents remain the same. Changes in objectives 

may bring changes in teaching and assessment methods 

(1) JVI W. PLpen. Teaching Methods SemLnan, IAAS, Yok(z. 1974 
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particularly in the emphasis on their use, 

Objectives are studied by Faculty, and at the end 

conclusions are drawn. 

2.2. Central University ofIVWnezuela. 

2.2.1. Introduction: 

Although a fair amount of the programmes 

have been obtained, several of them have 

no date, and therefore, it has not been 

possible to place them in figure 1, but 

they have been considered within the 

study. 

All the programmes considered may be found 

_ 
in the bibliography at the end of Part II 

of this work. 

2.2.2. Course objectives: 

In the document 'History of Architecture 

Course' on the first page, it is stated: 

"1. The objective bon studying the past, 

nemote on cZoae, mu4t be to pnomoxe the 

beat undeutandZng o6 oun Ui. e, of oun 

pnob. em4, of out ditemma, becauae between 

the paar the pteaenv and the butane, thene 
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FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE 
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ia an unbneakab. ee continuity. 

2. Waugh the a. tudy o hL4tohy, the 

ancht.. ect devetopa a conbcLouaneaa of hL. 4 

human and ao cLat 4 Ztua. ion, and a cn. f t. Lcat 

mind.... 

.... 5... an open and cnLt. Lca. f point oj view 

neven 4Lmp. ey Ln6onrnatLve on achoZaa, . tnyLng 

to maize of hL4a. tony an ejj. icien# inatnument 

integnated with the creative de4Lgn paoce. i 

. 'r 
Lt6 et 6. 

In the program. of the course 'History of 

World Architecture' of professor Zawisza, 

the objectives stated are: 

"- Pnomo. te and co na otida. te ao cLct e en4LbLtLty 

and humanZatLc know. eedgea o the anchitec. 

ihnough the a. udy of anchitecxune placed 

within wo'Ld contexts o6 hL4 toxLcat 

pnoce4a ea . 

-Bnoaden theonetLca. e baaea £o, % deaLgn, 

ana. eyzLng pact anch. i-tec. tunet in thei, % 

ZntennetatLon'7fibnm-Function, Technotogy, 

neZated to aoc. c2 and po. iticaZ d yAtem4 . 

-Support urban de4Lgn, . through anaty4Zd 

oj poti. tLcat zo cLaL and economic pro btema 

of cittie4, the. n junction and moaphotogy. 
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-Tnttoduce dpecLatized a&udiea o ame. Lcan, 

and Venezuelan atchitec. tune, and conaeavati. on". 

In the document 'HistoryMpartment. Centre 

for Historical and Aesthetic Research', on 

page 3, didactic objectives are defined: 

"a)Vevetop:. capaciti. e. d and cniti. caZ atti. Uudea 

in %eZation with de4Zgn product and pnocezz; 

b) ContnZ6ute to create conecZouzne44 about 

paeaen. t and £utune pnobeem4 of Venezue. La". 

and later, with relation to other courses 

offered: 

"t(Zatoay of modenn anchZtectune should be 

comptemenxed with auxUULany coundea on the 

hLa. to/. y o6 won. ed anchitec. tune, the tu 4. tcny 

oj Amex.. i. can anchLtec. une, and cu&aent pao bLvma 

awanene44, a. ßt on two dL66enenx Leve z: 

1) EntangLng know. eedge about cuttuta2 

pnoceaaee and and ubicat on o6 aachitectune 

within woi d and amenican context4; 

2) A4 dpecLcttiation.... " 

All these mentioned objectives are coincident 

in certain aspects such as: to form a basic 

knowledge for understanding reality; form 

a basis for the development of social 
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sensibility to form a basis for design and 

specialization; and to form a basis for the 

development of a critical attitude. 

History of architecture courses are then a 

means that provide a basic knowledge for a 

better development of the architects 

'responsability as designer for the 

environment'. 

Of the present courses offered, some are 

considered a Main didactic axis', others 

are 'auxiliaries subjects for enlargement. 

and others are 'specialization subjects'. 

For a more complete information we present 

on the a 
. 

graphic analysis of the programme, 

which correspond to page 5 of the document 

'History and General Studies7DDpartment. 

Centre for Historical and Aesthetic 

Research'. 1974. 

2.2.3. Faculty and history of architecture course 

objectives: 

History of architecture course objectives 

seem to correspond with those of the Faculty 

concerning the need to prepare an architect 

with a deep social sense and critical 
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attitude towards the problems of his social 

environment and his' technological reality. 

The current process of re-organization 

within the Faculty does not allow for greater 

precision about the Faculty objectives. 

2.2.4. Lecturers' opinions: 

Of eight lecturers only three answered the 

question about objectives on the 

questionnaire. 

One of them, concerning coincidence of 

faculty and course objectives, answered 

that they correspond 'only partially', 

stating: "Faculty objectives are not clearly 

defined and they are being discussed, 

History of architecture objectives as well, 

remain undefined, although here the 

confusion seems las critical". 

According to the answers obtained, course 

objectives 'should be': 

"Stimu. Cate dtudenva to develop a ciZtLcat 

attitude towan. d, and to anaty4 e and value 

anch. i. tecWunaZ woxka oj the paa. t, and to 

obtain wo' 2ng Lnatnuments tnana jenabte to 
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cunnent p to btema o6 anchLtectuna. 2 xatity" . 

III! Make known to a. tuden 4 the anchitec. tuhaZ 

evoLc tionany pnoceaa thnough the agea, 

£ocu4Zng and anaZy4Zng it not only as 

anchLtec. tune, but con4Lde.. tLng as we. U 

4ocLo-po. iticaZ economic jac. tons that have 

de. tenmLned and contxLbuted . to: shed e 

anchitec. tuna.. lac . 

2. ° To emphasize zxudy and anaty4L4 of 

pnea ent day anchitectune, having as a 

£name of %ejetence dLbjenent 4ocLo-economic 

potit ca , -aspects of out pnezent wo' d and 

the way they Lnituence anchitectune". 

"I! Develop capacitiea and cnW aae aWW. i. Wude4 

in ne2atZon with the paoduc. t and pnoceaa of 

anchitectunat and unbanLat. Lc dezign. 

2. ° Cont4ibute to £onm a conacLouaneaa o6 

pneaent and £u. tune pnobtema in Venezuela. 

3. ° Promote and con4oUUdaxe the aoc2at 

aenzibUULty and the humanL4tLc knowUedgea 

of the a udent". 

All these objectives, proposed by lecturers 

are totally coincident with those found 

on course programmes and other documents. 
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2.3. University of Zulia. 

2.3.1. Introduction; 

Objectives of history of architecture 

courses within the Faculty of architecture 

at the University of Zulia, have been 

obtained during this research work for the 

period 1964 to 1974. 

For 1964, the information has been provided 

by Anaida Mel6ndez de Casado, ex-student 

and now lecturer of history. For 1965 and 

1966 the author of this work was the 

lecturer for those courses. From 1967 on 

materials from all the programmes were 

available. 

2.3.2. Coürse, objectives: 

All course objectiv es are presented in 

figure 2, on the next page, and explained 

below, year by year. 

1964. - Objectives were: to provide a 

cultural background, and a considerable 

amount of the time was given to building 

techniques in history, and history of art 
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and its relation to architecture. 

1965-1966. -- Third year course, history of 

architecture I, had as its main 

objective to instill a basic knowlddge of 

architecture of other epochs, and their 

relationships, with their respective, 

cultural environments. 

1967. - History of architecture I, keeps the 

same objectives. History of architecture 

II, besides those objectives mentioned 

introduces and emphasis on analysis of 

architectural facts, be they buildings, or 

spaces, 

1968. - Objectives for both courses remain 

the same. 

1969^1972. - Objectives of history of 

architecture I are; to provide 

a basic knowledge of past architecture in 

relationship to its cultural environment 

and to give consideration to its significance 

as a means for methodological analysis of 

buildings, spaces and towns, applicable to 

present examples and the students own 

project work. History of Architecture II 
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UNIVERSITY OF ZULIA 

FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE 

OBJECTIVES 

1 2, 3 4 5 

1 96 0 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 Cult. Backg. 

1965 Basic Knaal. 
Arch. Env. 

1966 Basic Knowl. 
Arch. Env. 

19 67 Basic Knowl. Basic Knowl. 
Arch. Env. Anal. Arch. 

1968 Basic Knowl. Basic Know]., 
Arch. Env. Anal. Arch. 

Basic Knowl. Basic Knowl. 
1969 Arch. Env. Anal. Arch. 

Meth. Anal. Grit. Judg 
Basic Knowl. Gen. Cult. 

19 70 Arch. Env. Anal. Arch. 
Meth. Anal. Grit. Juden 
Basic Knowl. Gen. Cult. 

1971 Arch. Env. Anal. Arch. 
Meth. Anal. Crit. Judger 

1972 
Cult. 'Evol Gen. Cult. 
Arch. Env. Anal. Arch. 
Crit. Meth. Grit. Juden 
Cult. Evol. Contemp. Pr . 1973 Capar. IHist. Crit. Hough 
Soc. Res p. Method 
Grit . Method. Soc. Respon. 

1974 Gen. Cult. Contemp. Prcb 
Nan v. Crit. Thou ht 
MathrAr 1 rm, Mo -hr 

Group Work Soc. Resp. 



objectives were; to present a detailed 

knowledge of modern architecture in 

relation toihe ideas behind it, and the 

environment, and to emphasize critical 

analysis on the part of the students. 

1973-1974. - Objectives remain the same, 

but in history of architecture I, 

emphasis is given to critical aspects of 

methodological analysis, and awareness of and 

social responsability of architects. During 

1974, emphasis das placed on writing and on 

group work, which had been required since 

1965. In history of architecture II, 

importance was given to critical thought, 

methodological study and awareness of the 

social responsability of architects. 

2.3.3. Faculty and history of architecture course 

objectives: 

General and specific objectives of the 

; Fäculty are defined in such general terms 

that all the above mentioned objectives are 

valid for course objectives-as stated in 

their programmes. 

In the document: Methodological Bases of 
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Evaluation and prospective, pertaining to 

the educational process of the professional 

that will contribute to the evolution of 

the "built environment" (2) from pages 43 to 

47 -all the objectives of the Faculty are 

presented. From there we can:; deduce that 

the main support that history of architecture 

courses can contribute is 'discipline and 

train for work'.... 'form architects with 

awareness of total contemporarity'.... 

'form architects with experience in analysis 

and synthesis'.... 'form architects with a 

research vocation'.... 'form architects 

with a self-critical sense'... 'with 

cultural background' .... and 'form 

architects with a 'rigourous' theoretical 

instrumentation in form'..... 

In an other document; 'Considerations about 

architectural programme orientation' (3) 

on page 19, is stated concerning history of 

architecture courses: 

"... ptopottionate Zeaaona about big wohlza 

(2) 13a4 e4 Mezido! 6gLca4 pans . Za EvaZuaCL6n y Pno4 pecti. va en 
2 pnoceao de* boicmaci6n det pnose6LonaL que £neidLnä en 

za evotuci6n det 'ambLente con4. nutdo' 

(3) wonk pnea ented by the Faculty o6 Aachitectune oj the 
UnLveuity o6 Zat a to the JLna. t natLonc2 meeting Son 
aachitec. tuna. education. 
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o6 the pact, e4 tabU 4hLng the neceaaany 

continuity with the pne4ent, and becoming 

an Jmpon. tant in4tAumen. t to peach the tnue 

contemponany humanLatLc po43Lon". 

In the written report about meeting N? 

of the 'Permanent Lecturers' Seminar for 

architectural education in the University 

of Zulia' mention is made about... ' the 

lack of working method' .... by students 

during 1964. 

Since 1966 history of architecture has 

been an important support for developing 

and promoting a method of work, and an, '; 

analysis of architectural facts and 

experience in group work, contributing 

to students independent of course contents. 

An observable omission in the objectives 

is the lack of tesearch in architecture, 

both past and present, and the coordination 

with other subjects and projects. 

2.3.4. Lecturers' opinions: 

With the questionnaire, Appendix 2 of this 

volume, we have been able to collect 

lecturers' opinions about objectives: 
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"Faculty objectLvea axe . 6o genvnat that 

any hC4 tony objective may be conuLdened" 

There is within the Faculty a general 

agreement that course objectives correspond 

to Faculty objectives and shall continue 

to do so, even with new curriculum changes. 

One of the lecturers, in relation to a 

proposed theory of architecture course, 

says: 

"I1Latony £e in my opinion the dL4aLptine 

that coutd beat and moat ZogLcatty a. aaume 

the neaponaabiZity oj theony of aachLtectune 

co u&4 ea . 

At pneb end the couna e £a j. LULng that note, 

by the way in which 4tuden. t pno jec. ta ate 

pnomo ted when £ec. unena must give them 

the concept4 they ate tacking. The main 

pnobtem £4 that the time and £mpon. tance 

given to the eub jec t doe4 not af2ow £on 

a bettet eovenage of . theony". 

It is worth noting that history courses 

were 5 hours per week until 1971, and have 

been four hour per week since 1972, within 

the faculty, theory studies never have 
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existed as an independent course. 

In general, history objectives seems to be 

appropriate for achitectural studies. 

2.4. University of Los Andes: 

2.4.1. Introduction: 

History of architecture course objectives 

are not always stated in the programmes, 

but in other documents it has been possible 

to define them, particularly through the 

Second Internal Seminar of 1972. 

On figure 4, on next page, we can observe 

that only a few objectives have been placed 

in their respective years, for the above 

mentioned reason. 

2.4.2. Course objectives: 

From course programmes, and of their documents 

we may deduct that objectives form 1968, the 

1971 were: to contribute to knowledge about 

past architecture, remote or recent, as a 

basis for architectural exercise. Course were 

called 'analytic architecture' from I to IV, 

place from first to fourth year, and this 
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reflects very clearly that the courses were 

intendend as a means to do critical analysis 

using historical examples. 

Courses were considered as part of the 

'implementation' that must be given to 

architectural students. 

Dmring the Internal Seminar of 1972, some 

criticism from students were recorded: 

"We have been £ectuaed by a pnogeaeon 'who 

knowb a gneat deaZ', and the ma. ten2at 

cannot be dZacuz4ed, because students now 

nothing compared with him". 

"It i. a uaejw eo. Ce2y; °to contkibute to out 

cane6utty gton. L Led anchive o6 'genena2 

cuttune" (4) pp. 2 

These critics lead us to think that the 

stated objectives have not been fulfilled 

and/or that actual courses and methods 

used do not contribute to them. 

During the same Seminar in the 'Proposal 

of the Department of Historical and 

Humanistic Disciplines' in an analysis of 

what objectives 'should be', it states: 

(4)JV . pattment o6 ffLatonLc and UumanL4. tLc VLa cipZ i, nea , Veiinitive pnogaammea Lore pnojea4Lonat Cyc. Ce. 2; 
a emeAtea 1973 
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UNIVERSITY OF LOS ANDES 

FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE 

OBJECTIVES 

1 2, 3 4 5 

1 96 0 

1961 

1962 

1963 

19 64 

1965 

1966 

1967 

eced. Arc . Nbd. Arch. Arch. Evol. 
"1 968 Knowledge t. Fcanqý it. Arch. Grit. Arch. 

1969 Preced. Arch. 

Crit. Arch. 

1970 Preced. Arcb . Preced. Arch 

it. Arch. Crit. Arch. 

eced. Arch. Preced. Arch. Crit. Anal. 
1971 Conservation 

it. Arch. Crit. Arch. Nod. M vem. 

19 '7 2 

1973 T-each. - Crit. Anal. 
Preced Arch. Conservation 

t Anal Movem. 

19 74 



"What on 

To be-apptied to deign, that £a out jietd 

oS action, 

To jonm in the LndLvLduat a cx. i. LLca. C 4 ena e 

of event4 in out dppci£Lc 1Letd. 

To aaaume an LdeoPogLcat po4U. i, on 

conneapondLng to out ptLot objectLved oun 

attitude in Snont o6 the countay'a pneaent 

pnobZemb. 

To be able to evacuate the anchitec. tunaL 

anawen to a 
. 

given paobf_em, analyzing to 

zee ij it hetpz to peapetua. te out paeaent 

aituati. on, L4 Lndtiijeaent otijaces L. t. 

Que. 

Anat yaia and s yntheaia o6 an event on 

hi4toxLca. e evoLutionany pnoceaa ". 

All those objectives mentioned the idea 

of history courses as 'analytical 

architectural'. 

In the 'Report of the Course on History of 

Colonial Architecture in Latin America, 

for the second semester of 1972, objectives 

were defined as: 

"Uevedop the capacity oj: 

0b4envat4on 
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Rea eanch 

Ana. yaLa 

Synthe4La 
CxitLcL4 m" . 

`r 

F 

E 

These objectives confirm what we said 

before about the course being a means, to 

use history as an model for critical analysis. 

To teach how to think CONSTANT, ORDERED AND 

COHERENT work, is mentioned as an important 

objective, since 1973. 

As the fundamental objective for the course 

on History of Renaissance Architectural is 

proposed the following: 

"To penetta-te exhaubtLveZy the Ldea4 that 

ate sandamenta2 to what £a 4tudied . through 

ana2y4L4 oj the moat nepnea en. tati, ve exampZeb 

atwa y4 nej enxLng to pneb enx pro bfLem4 oj 

anchLtect. unaL makinga". 

For the course of History of Architecture 

if Latin America, in the same document, 

the general objectives are: 

"In the Lnteneb. t of cneatCng a aoncZoudne44 

conducLve to a ae4ponoLbee and conzttucAve 
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attitudes taking into conaidenaai. on nea. P y 

and the dia. nges occuning the woxZd whene we 

£Lve, we pnopoze to study: 

1. How anchitec-tinte %e6 tectz the hL4 tony oj 

cotonLzatLon in atß ixe aspects, and the 

conjnontatLon between this and out eon. tempona)cy 

neaZity. 

2. How the vaZuez of ancient cLviZizat. Lon a'ce 

ab4xobed by new va. euea ob dominant euZtu&ez. 

Foie this it is neeezzaay to develop and 

deepen the capacities bon ob. aenvatLon, anaty4L4, 

synthesis and criticism. 

The program for Theory of Architecture II 

has very ambitious objectives: 

"The counae)a main objective i4 to ba Ud up 

a xheony o6 conzemponany anchL#ectune... " 

Not all history lecturers seems to agree with 

this last objective. 

2.4.3. Faculty and history of architecture course 

t objectives: 

in the documento 'Project for new studies. 

Periods-Credits System. 19711 on page 5 it 

was considered 'necessary to ratify some of 
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the fundamental objectives of the Faculty 

of Architecture', The following are 

established: 

"a) To pnepane LndLvLdua2a oj the hLg he4 t 

d cLen. tL6Lc, e. thLcaZ and ae4 the2ic qua!. i. i, ea 

Lon the anch. itec. uaaZ pno6e44Lon. 

b) To cnea2e a clean con4cLence oL the 

anchitect'4 4ocLa! %edpondabit ty. 

c) To contribute, extending the a envLce4 o6 

the UnZve"Lty towandb the community, to 

anatyaL4 and a o. ZutLon o6 pried en t and Lutune 

4 tuati. ons that muat be Laced by £ocLety in 

nets. tLo n with habttav" . 

History of architecture courses are coincident 

with the Faculty objectives and contribute to 

make them real. 

r f 
E 
E 

. 1% 

2.4.2. Lecturers' opinions: 

Of four lecturers that answered the 

questionnaire, three have agreed that course 

objectives correspond to Faculty objectives, 

although they differ slightly concerning 

levels and possibilities of coordination with 

project work. All three agree that the main 

objective must be 'to form a critical mind in 
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each student'. 

E 
6 

E 
l 

E 

Another lecturer, has the opposite opinion, 

and declares that history of architecture 

objectives do not coincide with those of the 

Faculty because.... "history courses are 

considered in the School as 'rubbish courses'. 

And in relations with this he states the 

following: 

"NZa. tony pnomotea a cxLUUcaL £ntettecxuaZ. 

The Schoot took4 bon pnoje44Lonatd . echnLcLand 

without the neces Lty ab being Lntettectuae". 

He suggest that course objectives 'should be'. 

"1. Pir. ovLde FznowZedge and hap to cneate 

new Fznow! edge; 

2. Tnain £o, % ctitLcat thought; 

3. Pnovide Lnatnumen. ta 6on inte. CtectuaL wo. Fz" 

There are, in the criticism, as well as in 

the proposed objectives;, an emphasis on the 

need for 'critical thought' and 'intellectual 

development' of the architect. This does not 

seem to oppose in any way the purpose of 

'prepare individuals of the highest 

scientific, ethic, and aesthetic qualities 

for the architectural profession', because 
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apparently the search for 'professional 

technicians without the necessity of being 

intellectuals' is due more to the way in 

which objectives have been implemented, 

than to their intention and formulation. 

2.5. Summary. 

History of architecture course objectives, with 

the exception of the; Ehculty of Architecture of 

the University of Zulia from 1967-68 onwards, and 

of the other two Faculties in the two or three 

last years, are not clearly defined in the 

programmes. 

In general, course objectives are coincident with 

those of their respective Faculties. 

In all cases, they are considered important to 

provide a basic knowledge for a better understanding 

of the environment, of the social postion of 

architect within it, and of its relation with 

history. Further it provides a basis for 

assuming a critical attitude; and a basis for 

specialization within the very broad scope. of 

possiblities within the architectural profession. 
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2.6. Conclusions. 

History of architecture courses within the 

Faculties are not an end in themselves, nor is 

the historical knowledge they provide, but they 

are a means to contribute to architectural 

education. 

Objectives are expressed in %, very different ways, 

but even so there are several coincident to all 

three Faculties. History of architecture is a 

basic for understanding and interpreting man 

and his architecture in his time and his environment. 

Likewise it is basis for development of methodological 

and critical analysis of architectural facts, and 

their relationships and social interactions. 

The fact that these objectives may be completed 

fulfilled does not depend solely of history of 

architecture courses, because as means they require 

a correct application for the due transfer to take 

place. In this sense, course coordination, as we 

have seen it in the last chapter, is not effective. 

It is important to bring about the change of 

attitude required by this critical position towards 

design. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3. COURSES CONTENTS 

Objective: Study history of architecture course contents 

in the Faculties of Architecture. 

3.1. Introduction: 

As we have seen in Chapter 2, the contents of 

history courses may vary, in a 
. 

given Faculty, 

depending in the extent to which they are 

considerd as means for architectural education 

and not as ends in themselves (as could be the 

case in courses for architectural historians). 

Due to the large number of themes and possible 

contents for history of architecture courses and 

the short time alloted to the courses, certain 

key periods have been selected for study and most 

of them are within the 'line' of western 

civilization some subjects of middle or far east 

are studied. Only occasionally and without depth 

in spite of their interest. 

As like we have done in previous chapters, we 

shall study first the existing course contents, 

by Faculty; zbefore we try to make any. generaliies 

or conclusions. 
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3.2. Central University of Venezuela 

3.2.1. Introduction: 

Course contents have been studied -with 

documents- specially in last years, 

although older programmes tend to prove 

that contents have been sensibly the same, 

with very slight changes, over the last 8 

or 9 years. 

Course contents are independent of any 

chronological order and cover a wide 

variety of different contents (examples: 

art and architecture, conservation, 

contemporary society and personality, etc) 

3.2.2. Course Contents; 

Those course contents that have been possible 

to place exactly as to their respective 

years, are shown on figure 5, on next page. 

The courses considered as the most important 

are: 

Introduction to Theory of Architecture 

History of Modern Architecture I 

- History of Modern Architecture II, and 
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Venezuelan Contemporary Architecture, 

All the contents relate to present 

architecture and immediate precedent 

civilizations going back, only in the case 

of Modern Architecture I, to the industrial 

revolution. Focus is in all cases comparative 

or critical. 

Other courses considered 'auxiliary bubjects 

for the broadening' of the students 

background are: 

History of World Architecture 

History of Pre-Columbus Architecture 

History of American Architecture 

Introduction to Scientific Thought 

Aspects of Contemporary Society 

Contemporary Society and Personality. 

All of them are electives. The first three 

are truly historical, the first one starting 

with Greece and Rome, the second one with 

the origin of pre-Columbus Architecture, and 

the third one in the XVIth century. 

The last three modern day themes. 

Lastly, the courses considered to have a 
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CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF VENEZUELA 

FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE 

CONTENTS 

1 I. 2. 3 I4 5 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1 96 5 

1 96 6 

1967 

1968 

1 96 9 

19 70 

1971. 

1972 
Crit. Arch. I 
rbd. Arc 

Proch. 
I 

Des. . Hist. Thou ht 

1973 Crit. Arch. st .I 
1760 - 1920 

ist. II 

Grit 
Cont 
Barr 

Arch II 
Soc/Pers. 

e Inf. 

19 74 Theo. Arch. 
ti'orld Arch. 

. Arch. 
e-colucrbus 

? bd. Arc I 
Pont 

Con 
ch. II 
ven. Arch. 

servation Arch. 
t Rmrrfi nto Tn 



specialization orientation are; 

- Environmental and building conservation 

- Barroque influences in Latin America 

- Art and Architecture, (whose contents 

corresponding to the past, are more of 

the comparative, conceptual and critical 

type). 

The great variety of contents is enlarged 

because each lecturer is constantly 

orienting and re-orienting them, according 

to his interets. The content are merely 

an indication of the lecturers preference. 

3.3.3. Lecturers' opinions: 

Only one of the lecturers answered in the 

questionnaire about contents, suggesting 

that they are not what they should be 

because 'the main difficulties are the lack 

of time destined to historical disciplines, 

and the poor preparation of the students in 

humanistic studies'. The request for more 

time and importance for the courses, and 

for better preparation of the students, are 

commonly mentioned, as factors limiting the 

possibilities of history of architecture 

course. 
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3.3. University of Zuliat 

3.3.1. Introduction: 

As in the case of the objectives, it has 

been possible to get all course contents 

form 1964 to 1974, using the same sources 

mentioned in chapter 2. 

Course contents have been discussed 

considerably more than other aspects of 

history courses, mainly because of three 

factors; the old discussion of whether 

history must be taught chronologically or 

not; difficulties in choosing periods, it 

not being possible to study all of history 

and even after selection what kind of focus 

the content must have. 

3.3.2. Course contents: 

Course contents as found in the programmes, 

are shown in figure 6, on the next page. 

1964. - The first part of history of 

architecture I, in the third year, 

started with the industrial revolution and 

ended with XXth century architecture 

placing some emphasis on the new trends, 
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UNIVERSITY' OF ZULIA 

FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE 

CONTENTS 

1 2. 
, 

3 4 5 

1960 

1 961 

1962 

1 96 3 

rnd. Rev. XX C 
19 64 (Art. ) 

Egy t oP" 

3gypt 
19b5 

M. Ages 

t M. Ages 
, 1966 Barroque 

M. Ages (XII -XVIII 

1967 
eh " XVII - xx c 

Remiss. Anal. Arch. 

1 968 Egypt XVII - XXC 
Renaiss. Anal. Arch. 

.1 
96 9 

t 
/Rbnaiss. XVII - XX C 

19 70 cient T. Barroque 

Rennaiss )C{ C 
Ancient T. XVIII- C 

1971 Barroq. 15x C" 
'ld/ am 1945 

Cient T. XVIII-){ C 
19 72 ý1 

C 
XXC 

1d ' 
- 

1945 
reeve - XIX XX C 

1 973 Tann Cult. Env. 
Anal- 

Greece - XIX ? OC C 
974 Town Cult. Env. 

Space Crit. Anal. 



and the relation of architecture with art 

movements. Second half of the course 

concerning ancient architecture, started 

with Egypt and Mesopotamic giving, 

emphases to building techniques. 

1965-1966. - History of Architecture I 

covered from Egypt to the 

Middle Ages, relating architecture with 

the total environment and studying, in 

some depth, representatives buildings or 

building types. 

History of Architecture II, during 1966, 

due to unfinished courses in the previous 

year, started with the Middle Ages and 

finished with Barroque. 

1967-1968. - History of Architecture I was 

begun with a short general 

introduction to the entire history of 

architecture for two weeks -prehistory to 

renaissance-. 

History of Architecture II, covers from 

the XVIIIth to the XXth century with 

emphasis on the-ideas behind modern 

architecture analysing some local 
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architecture though not always very 

successfully. 

1969-1972. - History of Architecture I covers 

from Etyptian and/or Mesopotamic 

architecture to Barroque -with the exception 

of 1969 when they arrived only up. to the 

Renaissance-. The main emphasis was on towns 

more than on buildings or spaces, but they 

did not neglect the most representative buildings 

and spaces. In 1971 and 1972 all mediterranean 

cultures from Crete to Rome were studied as 

a continuous civilization. 

History of Architecture II covers from the 

XVIIth to the XXth century, with great 

emphasis on the XXth century and the ideas 

that generated the modern movements. Critical 

analysis by the student was considered 

important. 

1973-1974. - History of Architecture I covers 

from Greece to XIXth century, 

with importance given to urban space and 

interior space at the same time. 

History of Architecture II studys the XXth 

century with emphasis on critical analysis 

of the modern movements and its relation 
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with the environment -mainly cultural. 

3.3.3. Other courses contents: 

In the document 'Considerations about 

orientation for architectural studies' 

during 1962, it is suggested: 

"The Lour aemeatexz of hL4tony ahatt 

znc. eude hLa. tony o6 utban. iam, o6 anchiteczune 

and ant..... " pp119 

".... through the group 'integrated by 

etecCLves' to be dedcAbed tatet on. In thL4 

group oven £Lve aemea. tena, it ahouZd be 

poaa. ibLe to atudy wLth move detail and 

extendZon, aapecta such a4: hJ. dtony, 

phZLoaophy and SocLotogy os the ants.... 

The idea mentioned hbove to axanL the 

teaching oS hiabony with conzemponany 

anchitectune aeema in#eneating". pp. 20 

As we can see there was an interest to 

broaden studies to include history of art, 

and to adopt elective courses, however 

nothing. ' 

In the 'Permanent lecturer Seminar about 

architectural education in the University 
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of Zulia' in meeting No. 7, october 15, 

1964, it is stated in relation to contents: 

"Nanu atty in Hi4 toay II we ztudy anchitec. tune 

in neea. tLo n with ct mate and to cat maten. Laa 

and others ecoLogLcat jac. tona.... " pp. 2 

"We weed.... to begin with Modenn tLmea 

(axaxt ng with the Lndua#xLc tevotution in 

the ltn, at 4emeaten, and then in the Aecond 

4emeaten, begin with a chnonotogLcat pnoceaa 

£nom pnehL4tony onwand. 

'''But %edaU4 have not been 4atL46actony. 

The pneaent Ld too comptex and L. i' has not 

yet been decLphened.... 

Ib we could 4ee hLa. tony chnonoLogLco2Ly it 

could be betten accepted by 4. udent4". pp. 4 

"In what concenna hL4 tony teaching the 

natunat pnoce44 La chnonotogLca2... 

The Lndu4that %evotuti, on £d a tunnLng point. 

It £a an admLb4Lb. ee bneak.... 

It £4 £mpon. tangy to pnovLde the 4tuden. t with 

a me. thodoZogy; to attow him to know a 

pnoceaa. It £4 not neceb, aany to atudy aU 

hL4 tong... . 
16 hZa. tony weite an exact 4cLence thZ4 woutd 

be coicnect; but thehe £4 dome. thLng etze and 
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that tia the importance o hL4 toJLcaL 

compnehen4Zveneaa as genenat educaVon. 

Wand evv&uUUan is Lmpottanz" 

"I auggedt that in F! Laxony I (. th , %d yea&) 

a genenaL chnono. fogLca. e pnoceaa be 

£oZZowed and in ULa. ton. y TI (Sou.. th years) 

a companatZve pnoceaa, with greaten depth 

and a mane ayatemaxi, c approach. 

In £acx, out We £4 mote compeex, and thud 

yeah AtudentS ate not ma. tune enough Lox tits 

anatya. 4, and aUUhough it Za mane £mpo12ant 

to know out envtinonmenz, gnea. ten matun 1y 

and ae6texion ate nequLned. 

... On the oxhen hand, . thene ate, be4Ldea 

anchitectuna. £ac. ta, others . topLca that axe 

Lnteneating to ana. eya e in hL4 tony oj 

aach. 4tectune; £on exampte: pnopon2Lona ". pp. 7 

"It £. a poa4LbLe to explain in each peniod 

which £4 the moat . import. tan. t baiZdLng and 

why (temp. Ce on Egypt; pa. eace on A44L'L 
, a) 

and anothea theme cautd be hoa4Zng, to 

undena. tand bwUdinga a4 the pnoduct os a 

pexLod. 

"In dome ametican 'CoUUege4l, a compnehenetive 

counde of HLitony of the An. ta (ant, mu, 4Lc, 

I 
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painting, 4cuZptuae... ) £a given, £nc2udting 

the wedtenn and the eaatenn wo/d.... " pp. 8 

Discussion was focused on the chronological 

approach and on criteria for selection, 

considering the lack of time for covering 

all history of architecture. 

It would seem that the main problem in 

teaching history non chronologically, is 

the lack of student preparation for such 

a study. 

Later in the same Lecturers Seminar in 

meeting N? 9 November 5,1964 in 'First 

Recommendations and Conclussion' in relation 

to history of architecture courses it says: 

"ModZ6y, stantLng in 1965, the cunnen. t oaden 

of content4 in f1L4 tony, 4tantLng in the 

. thLnd yea& with a ch4onoZogLco2 pnoceea 

£nom pliehi4toay, and oven thnee bemebtenb, 

a. tudyLng the dLijenenz ca Uuhe4 and theLn 

objects, con4Ldeni. ng . hnee main a, apect. a : 

the city oa settlement as 6 tame £on ae6eaence 

hou4Lng ab a permanent 4ubfeat; and the 

moat nepneaentative theme £on each cuttune 

the tempte, the patace, the 4quane, on the 

commencZci axes. 
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The teaching of thL5 genenat hL4tony of 

6onma mu. ax pnepane the a. tudent to anaZyae 

and undeh4. tand the pfl2ncip. Cea oja patLaZ 

pZannZng ob a ca tune, and Ltd techno. eog. icat, 

eo cLa. e, and p. ea4. ica Lmpticat .o na ". 

If we compare these recommendations with 

figure 6 we can see, with very few exceptions 

that they have been followed the most 

appreciable. Changes have occured in time 

in teaching methods and objectives. 

The adoption of a chronological order and 

the course ubiati in the third and 

fourth year, result in the presentation of 

the basic ideas about contemporary 

architecture at the end of fourth year, at 

a time when the student will not have an 

opportunity to use them, because he is 

finished with architectural design (the 

fifth year is destined to planning). 

3.3.4. Lecturers' opinions: 

According to lecturers' opinions, course 

conents must change, because the present 

ones are partly f ec by stimuli external 

to the courses themselves, such as: the 
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lack of prepartion of students previous to 

the university and even in university or 

when a course content is proposed the 

supposition is made that student have a 

certain previous knowledge, not being so, 

contents must be broadened, and attention 

be shifted from central to periferal 

interests'. 

The suggested solutions to these problems 

are of various: 'I believe that previous 

to the central themes one or two semesters 

of preparation should be necessary as 

implementation.... until.... through 

better ubication), more time, and necessary 

integration of all knowledges of social 

sciences with pluripersonal teaching.... ' 

Although there is no a general disagreement 

with the present course contents, there 

seems to be a kind of agreement that they 

must be changed and coordinated with other 

subjects. 

3.4. University of Los Andes. 

3.4.1. Introduction: 

Programmes obtained correspond to 1967 and 
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1968 onwards. The information is 

comprehensive only from 1970con as can be 

seen in figure 7, on the next page. 

As at: thetU. C. V., courses are offered 

independent of any chronological order, 

and their contents are varied including 

involving history, theory, and conservation 

with a well defined analytical objective. 

3.4.2. Courses contents: 

With the 'basic cycle' of two years for 

all University students since 1972, some 

of the history courses went to that cycle 

without many changes because they are still 

given by the architecture Faculty history 

lecturers, and intended for architectural 

students. 

Analytic Architecture I, in 1967, covered 

from prehistory to Greece, and from 1970, 

under the same name, the content covered 

from 1750 to 19301 

Courses 'basic cycle' for the first four 

semesters are: 

Analytic Architecture I 

- Analytic Architecture II 

History of Modern Architecture 
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- Theory of Contemporary Architecture, and 

- Introduction to History of Architecture. 

The first four correspond to history from 

1750 to present day; only Introduction to 

History of Architecture goes back to the 

past, from prehistory to Barroque. 

Courses corresponding to 'professional 

cycle' are place from the fifth to the 

eighth semesters (third and fourth year) 

and they are: 

- History of Renaissance Architecture 

- History of Colonial Architecture in 

Latin America 

- History of Urban Evolution 

- History of Landscape Architecture 

- Theory of Architecture I 

- Theory of Architecture II 

- History of Architectureand Engineering 

in Venezuela, 

- History of North American Architecture 

- Conservation in Architecture 

Of those courses, both 'theories' correspond 

to the XXth century, from 1920, and all the 

others start in the past from XVth century 

onwards, with emphases on: -the present, when 
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possible, 

As a general approach, all coursesttend 

stress a critical analysis of history of 

architecture and a period and/or area of 

contents. 

3.4.3. Lecturers' opinions; 

As in the case of the U C. V. only onecf 

the lecturers answered questions concerning 

contents, and he states as defficient the 

following: '1°excessive encyclopedism (too 

much and too superficial); 2°the Architecture 

of our own country is not studied'. Then 

as to areas for improvement he says: 

'1. there are not basic materials (books, 

ledflets, researchs) with which to, give 

courses ab out national architecture; the 

number of courses must be limited, and more 

importance must be given to the study of 

our reality in time and space'. 

In fact, this last criticism seems to have 

a certain validity. Out of 14 courses, only 

one, 'history of architecture andiengineering 

of Venezuela' correspond to national architectural 

and another one, 'history of colonial 
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architecture in Latin America' seems to 

present our historical precedent. It is 

worth-while mentioning, nevertheless, thay 

many 'collaterial works' are based on local 

or regional architectural facts. 

3.5. Summary: 

The contents of history of architecture courses, 

as defined in the programmes, are better defined 

in the last three years, according to the 

information retrieved. They do not seem to have 

changed considerably, but their contents depends 

a great deal on the interest of the lecturer, 

particularly in the U. Cc. V and 17. L. A., but not so 

much in L, U Z. where there is a close relation 

between courses, and the staff works in teams. 

Most course contents cover from 1750 onwards, 

with a certain emphasis in the D. C. V. and U. L. A. 

on the period from the XVth to XVIIth century, 

with theTRenaissance and archetecture in America. 

The approach is, as we have seen while studying 

objectives, towards a critical and analytic 

position, with dhe consideration for relevancy 

and comparison with the present. 
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3.6. "Conclusions: 

The contents of history of architecture courses 

in the U, C. V. and U. L. A., due to their variety 

and lecturer influence, reflect, at the same time 

an interest to give students an awareness of 

present architecture, with reference to the 

immediate past (industrial revoluion onwards) and 

to the momentary interests of the lecturers. There 

is no clear relation between the courses and thus 

the student is responsible for the integration of 

the historical and methodological knowledge of 

these courses with other subjects within the 

studies. In L': U. Z. course contents are chronoligcally 

established' with a clear relation between courses 

with less personal influence of each lecturer, 

because teaching is pluri-personal. 

The great variety of courses and contents offered 

to students gives their the possibility to select 

courses according to their interests, which is 

an important factor in motivation. Courses should 

have, in any.,,, case, 'lines' of contents that provide 

alternatives for diversification and/or profoundization 

of studies. 

As to course contents, more emphasis on Venezuelan 

architecture is clearly lacking, probably for the 
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lack of appropriate research, and good information 

in order to make more real the possibilities of 

using history of architecture in critical 

methodological analysis in our environment, and 

applicable to project work. 
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` CHAPTER 4 

4. TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT METHODS. 

Objective: Study teaching and assessment methods used 

in history of architecture courses in the 

Venezuelan Faculties of Architecture. 

4.1. Introduction: 

Objectiv es and contents when they are well 

defined, help to define the teaching and assessment 

methods to be used. In fact, objectives shoul 

state the achievements expected from estudents, in 

the form of answers to questions, the development 

of a problem solving capacity, and behavioural 

changes. Another important factor is whether or 

not lecturers prepared, or trained to use new 

methods. 

Lately, since 1958, teaching and assessment methods 

have envolved considerably and their use in Schools 

of Architecture particularly in U3A. and Great 

Britain, has produced important changes in teaching. 

The variety of methods is such that lecturers need 

special prepartion. 

That movement apparently has not yet arrived in 

Venezuela, and certainly not to history of 
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architecture courses in the Faculties studied. 

4.2. Central University of Venezuela: 

4,2.1. Introduction: 

In the programmes and the documents, studied 

there is almost no information as to 

methods, as they depend almost exclusively 

on the lecturers. 

In figure 8, on the next page, the information 

seems scarcer than it really is, because it 

contains only what is stated on the documents. 

The interviews have, nevertheless, completed 

the information, confirming that methods 

have not changed considerably since the 

Faculties began. 

4.2.2. Teaching methods: 

Of all the courses offered by the Faculty, 

those called 'seminars': 

Art and Architecture 

Influences of Bdrroque on Latin America, 

are conducted through bibliographic research 

work, field work, discussion and tutorials. 

Most of the other courses mainly use lectures 
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with visual aids (slides of which the 

department has about 50.000). In some 

cases, seminars and discussions are used 

as well. 

Visits to architectural places, and field 

work are complementary tasks that students 

must perform. 

4.2.3. Assessment methods: 

The assessment methods used are mainly 

examination, and individual work and 

seminar assessment. There is a tendency 

to eliminate examinations, trying to 

replace them through project assessment, 

which has produced, according to the head 

of the department, better marks and a 

better percentage of approval, but it is 

not yet clear if this is due to a lower 

standard or a better student performance. 

There is no fixed criterion nor any 

assessment system available, other than 

examination, that does not place the 

responsability for assessment on lecturer 

subjectively. 
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4.2.4. Lecturers' opinions: 

Opinions expressed by lecturers answering 

the questionnaire give us a clear idea of 

the present situation in the Faculty, in 

relation to teaching and assessment methods. 

About the teaching methods used, they 

replied: 'audio-visual; lecture too 

traditional' with little students participation 

in discussions'....; teaching methods used 

are audio-visuals (slides and tapes, mainly) 

but I consider better the use of films. In 

that way the student could observe and 

'penetrate' architectural examples shown 

in a more dynamic and real way. This should 

give a new dimension to history of architecture 

teaching that should produce for students a 

better way to appreciate spaces!...; in 

general audiovisual. Theoretical courses 

as well' ....; there is a clearrpredominance 

of lectures with audio visual aids as the 

main teaching method. 

Concerning assessment, lecturers said: 

'assessment is left to lecturer' judgement. 

During this semester (1973) two examinations 

are given consisting of three or four questions 
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about concepts for which bookS, 4 and note 

may be used. Other semesters, some work 

was done in groups for assessment. Results 

were not good for lack of time'....; 

'there is much flexibility as to what 

concerns assessment methos. Some suggest 

that one individual work in a given subject 

is enough. Others say that examinations 

are more effective. Other suggest that it 

is better to use both. I think that any 

method, which test knowledge and 

understanding is good. Class attendance 

must be compulsory no matter what kind of 

assessment is used'...; assessment methods 

used at present do not work. We are 

searching for new'solutions'...... 

All this ratifies completely what we said, 

assessment depends solely on lecturers and 

the methods used are examinations or 

individual works. 

4.3. University of Zulia. 

4.3.1. Introduction 

As we could, see in the previous chapters, 

history of architecture courses in the 
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Faculty are placed in the third and fourth 

years (or their respective semesters since 

1975), As aconsequence, teaching and 

assessment methods are presented in two 

figures, one 2r each year, from 1960 to 

1974. 

4.3,2. Methods in the third year: 

Teaching methods have stayed ostensibly 

the same since 1965, becoming more varied 

recently. See figure 9. 

In 1964, the lecture took most of the time 

and individual work took the shape of an 

essay. 

From 1965 to 1967 methods used where the 

lecture and practical work, the latter 

being chronological charts, building 

drawings or building models. The lecture 

occupied most of the time and transparencies 

and overhead projectors were used as aids. 

From 1968 onward new methods such as class 

presentation by students, and building or 

space analysis with a basic methodology 

have been used. Since then the lecture is 
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being less and less used to give more 

importance and time to practical work in 

small groups allowing for active student 

participation with the purpose of making 

them learn to do research and develop a 

working method. Lecturers hours have been 

reduced from 60 to 70 in 1965, to 8 or 10 

in 1972. 

Since 1971 seminars have been introduced 

from time to time, and supervisory 

activities in group work. 

The assessment methods used in 1964 were 

examinations-and essays. From 1965 to 1968 

examinations and practical work assessment 

were the methods used. Since 1969, 

methodological analysis of buildings and 

urban spaces has become important in 

practical work. 

Generally speaking; examinations are the 

main assessment method. 

4.3.3. Methods in the fourth year. 

During 1966, teaching methods used were: 

lecture, most of the time, practical work 

and class presentation by students. 
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During 1967 and 1968, seminars and 

methodological analysis were introduced, 

but, class presentation was not used, and 

lectures remained the main method. 

In 1969, group discussions were introduced 

and class presentation was used again. 

In 1970, the methods used were: lectures, 

discussions, practical work and essays. 

During 1971 and 1972, lectures, discussions, 

practical work, and class presentation 

were used. 

In 1973 and 1974, besides the above mentioned 

methods, seminars and essays were used. 

Generally speaking, lectures in the 

fourth year are not very regulär, and they 

are used more as an introduction to a new 

subject or period. There are about 6 to 

8 lecturers per year, and most of the 

remaining time is dedicated to supervision 

of student works. 

The assessment methods used (figure 10) are 

examinations and practical work. Examinations 

are partial and final, and methodological 
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analysis is considered an important part 

of practical work. 

Examinations are sometimes partially 

replaced by practical work assessment. 

4.3.4. Lecturers. Seminar 1964. 

During the 'Lecturers Permanent Seminar' 
11 

for several months held in the Faculty in 

1964, teaching activities were discussed 

and some mention was made about teaching 

methods in history of architecture. 

"The method I use i. 6 theone#LcaL. Students 

do not have time to do neaeanch; they cannot 

make companati. ve mode A o6 a Gaeek and 

EgLptian temp. Ze{'..... pp. 4 

"The Lmpon. tant thing £a to give the a. tudent 

a methodotog y; to get to know a paocea4 ". 

pp. S 

"I a. 2way. 6 . in. 4L4. t on companatLve aepect4 ". . 

pp 15 

.! 
'I con. siden it Lmpon. tan. t that the ztudent 

acqu. ine a method Jon unde tandLng the pace 

and envi, %onment whene aachitectune devetopa. 

Not that he heads hL4. tony, and Qeann da#e4, 

and namea of buLLdLngb, but that he teann4 
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about £acton4 conditioning hi4 toay. What 

is %equined is a method . to £nAtitt 

necognLtion os pe/Lods mote than 6ecuence, 6. 

pp. 6 

"There £a a ayatemati. zation, xheae £b a 

method. Something 4Lmita we mu4t oiben 

in h. i, atonyf. (*) pp. 7 

Later on, in meeting No. 15, on November 

15, in 'First Conclusions and Rdcommendations' 

some firm proposal are made influencing 

direclty or indirectly history of architecture 

courses: 

"The Laax aemesten os the 

shaft be spent in pnoject 

compaaauZve appnoach, and 

o6 students aeseanch into 

aotuti. ons . to a ceh. taCn an 

in di66eaen. t cuUUunea". 

hia. toay coma e 

wonk, using a 

a haft consist 

the given 

chZ. tec. tuaaZ theme 

pp. 8 

118! It i4 Recommended to onganiz e coupe ed 

a4 4emLnahb (unde. t andLng as auch: 

nebeahch . team4 £onmed by Lecxuneaa and 

axudenta) with tectuhehb . 'tom at. Ued 

di4cLpti, neb attending on conbeLUng. Th. C4 

(*) Meeting number. 7. Octobeh 15,1964 
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system has been aecommended since 1965 

jot PZannZng, Soc at ScJencea, and 

S nucxunea, I and 4Lnce 1966 jot Phy4Lca 

and HLdxoty". pp. 18 

The main idea, seems to be the selection 

of methods in history of architecture 

courses, considering the discipline itself 

as a means and not an end. 

The recommendation to transform courses 

into seminars has been partially followed. 

Courses, including seminars and others, 

have become teaching experiences in group 

work with the use of methodological analysis 

in duly assessed practical work. 

4.3.5. Lecturers' opinions: 

There seems to be a general agreement that 

courses using as teaching methods group 

work, seminars, discussions, and class 

presentation by students, and lectures 

for support at certain times, are adequate. 

One of the lecturers questionned, suggest 

in relation to assessment methods that 

they must be more specific to courses 

objectives. A tabulation process to follow 
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individual progress by objective and by 

subject, could be attempted. Assessment 

through written examination, oral 

examination, class presentation, individual 

and seminars is subjective, although 

depending on more than on lecturer's 

criteria through out the year, The purposes 

is to make assessment more objective, but 

nothing systematic has been established. 

4.4. University of Los Andes. 

4.4.1. Introduction: 

Of all the programmes and documents obtained 

from the U. L. A. teaching and assessment used 

from 1967 onwards have been clearly explained. 

There is in the Faculty a tradition for field 

work, called collaterals, that becomes a 

good teaching and assessment method. The 

individual lecturers opinion is very 

important in determining the methods used. 

4.4.2. Teaching methods: 

As it may be observed in figure 11, on the 

next page, teaching methods used are lectures, 

seminars, discussions, practical work, fiold 
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work, class presentation, and methodological 

analysis. Of them, lectures take all the 

time appearing in the timetable, with the 

help of may audio-visual aids (slides). 

Seminars and discussions are being used 

more and more in the last year. Bibliogrqhical 

research works, and field work (collaterals) 

are student requirements in most of courses, 

and'when subjects are about regional themes, 

they are complemented with visits. 

Only in one case, during 1973, was class 

presentation mentioned as a teaching method 

used. 

Methodological analysis, sometimes, critical 

is used in all courses as a way to understand 

architectural facts or an architect through 

his works. 

4.4.3., Assessment methods: 

Assessment methods used are the traditional 

examinations and work assessments. In the 

various documents there is no mention of any 

kind of assessment as it is decided by the 

lecturer. In the last two or three years 

there seems to be a tendency to use work 
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assessment more than examinations, 

specially small groups. 

4.4.4. Lecturers' opinions: 

Only one of the lecturers answering the 

questionnaire mentioned assessment, saying 

Assessment methods: the existing 

(examinations, works, etc) must be explained 

at the begining of the course and be 

adapted to the contents and teaching methods 

"This remarks confirms what we said that 

programmes have no precision as to assessment 

methods and the student performance 

expected in each course. They depend only 

on the individual lecturer. 

4.5. Summary : 

Generally speaking, there are not many details 

about teaching and assessment methods in programmes 

and documents, particularly assessment methods the 

with exception of L. U. Z. since 1968. 

The teaching methods most used are lectures, 

seminars, and bibliographical research work, 

followed'. by discussions and field work. In the 

case of L. U. Z. class presentation by student is 

important. 
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Traditional lectures with the use of slides is the 

main method used in the U. C. V. and U. L. A. 

Assessment methods used are examinations (mainly 

written) and practical work, with a growing 

tendency, particularly in the U. C. V., to reduce 

or eliminate examination. 

The use of assessment and teaching methods depends 

almost exclusively on the decision of lecturers 

with the exception made of L. U. Z., where teading 

methods and assessment are made on a team basis. 

There are no examples or attempts at systematising 

or tabulating assessments, or for testing teaching 

methods efficiency. 

4.6. Conclusions. 

Teaching and assessment methods used in history of 

architecture courses in all three Faculties are 

traditional. 
\1 

Teaching methods, although more-varied than 

assessment methods, still use the lecture as main 

method, depending entirely on lecturers personal 

orientation. Students take active part only 

through practical work and seminars. The latter 

are possible only from time to time. 

L 
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Concerning assessment, variations are limited, 

and the main method used is examination. This 

tends to be continued because of student 

population growth, more than for didactic or 

academic reasons. 

I 
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CHAPTER 5 

5. CONCLUSIONS. 

Objective: Review-previous chapter conclusions, and 

introduce some comments about history of 

architecture courses in Venezuela. 

5.1. Introduction: 

Conclusions of previous chapters are only based 

on the:, data retrieved through the documents 

obtained (see bibliography on Part II), 

questionnaires, and personal interviews with 

lecturers from all three Faculties. 

Further conclusions presented in this chapter 

are based on the authors ten years of experience 

teachipg history and on history of architecture 

courses studied by him. 

5.2. Chapters' conclusions. 

5.2.1. Chapter 1: History of Architecture Courses. 

5.2.2. Chapter 2: Courses Objectives. 

5.2.3. Chapter 3: Courses Contents. 

5.2.4. Chapter 4: Teaching and Assessment Methods. 
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5.3. General conclusions. 

5.3.1. Objectives: 

History of architecture courses in a 

Faculty of Architecture may have, as we 

have seen in some detail in Chapter 2, a 

great variety of objectives about which 

we wish to comment-briefly here. 

First, like all Faculty studes, history 

objectives, must coincide with and contribute 

to the fulfillment of the general educational 

objectives that seem to be common to all 

higher education institutions whose task 

it is to prepare human resources of the 

best possible quality to be useful to 

society. - These objectives were mentioned 

in Part I of our work, and they are 

(considering the advancement and accumulation 

of more and more knowledge) to provide 

students with a deeply rooted, basic 

conceptual knowledge and wish a capacity 

for study, methods for serious research, 

an open and critical mind in face of 

reality and with 'traditional' knowledge 

of the profession within the cultural 

context of his time (including technology) 
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This may be achieved with a broad based 

education, leaving specialization for higher 

levels or advanced courses. 

Secondly course objectives must be 

concident with those of the Faculty itself. 

The course objectives we found were: 

a. To provide a General cultural background. 

b. To provide a basis for study and design 

in architecture. 

c. To provide the necessary precedent in 

order give our time its real value and 

position in history. 

d. To be a mean for the study of interrelations 

between architecture, man and environment 

(physical or natural and cultural) 

e: To be a means for the development of 

social sensibility in architects. 

f. To be a means for the study and analysis 

of the relation between architecture and 

technology. 

g. To form a basis for the study of theory 

of architecture (*) 

h. To be a means for learning to do research 

(*j Theony conzidehed as the dL4ctipUUne that studies the 
ideas behind anchtitectune. These ate others concepts. 
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i. To be a means toward learning how to think. 

j. To be a means and a basis for critical 

methodological analysis of architecture 

(towns, spaces, buildings, architects, 

schools, styles, periods). 

k. To be an end in itself for the formation 

of architectural historians (lacking in 

the country). 

History courses designed to provide a cultural 

background are considered, in Venezuela, with 

very few exceptions, as"old fashioned and 

unjustifiable. It is no doubt a big mistake, 

because culture, for a professional, instead 

of being undesirable is-a necessary atribute, 

particularly in a profession like architecture 

that requires a universal understanding of 

the world reality and an excellent capacity 

to face new problems. That can not be done 

successfully with a narrow provincial mind. 

We are not, on the other hand, suggesting 

that this objective be the principal one 

for a history course in a Faculty of Architecture. 

Although the relevance of history of 

architecture as basic to design has diminished 

during this century, particularly with 

ancient history, it is still important and 
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must be focused towards recent examples. 

Courses which relate our time in history 

are very important, particularly when 

contemporary architecture is being 

discussed as having failed. Many are the 

architectural works made by irresponsible 

architects and immature planners, who 

are unable to understand their role and 

position within society and history. 

Courses for the sutdy of interrelations 

between architecture, man, and environment, 

as opposed to the isolated architectural 

study (sculpture) are important in order 

to give the architect a full awareness that 

architecture depends on the physical 

environment, on the cultural environment, 

already influenced by the physical, and 

on man, influenced by and influencing the 

environment both as an individual and as 

a part of the society. A broad knowledge 

and understanding of the past i3\ useful 

to understand our complex in its historical 

perspective. 

The generally accepted concept that history 
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is continuously under interpretation, does 

not diminish the importance of the last 

two mentioned objectives. On the contrary 

it makes them richer, it being necessary 

to know the historical precedents used to 

interpret, the facts, in order to have the 

frame of reference. 

Course as means to develop social sensibility 

of architects' are no doubt important in 

developing countries with their varied social 

problems. It is worth mentioning that 

the U. C. V. and U. L. A. have no sociology 

studies. The problem in Venezuela is that 

most of the. time social sensibility is 

oriented towards politization. 

Courses as means'to study relations between 

architecture and technology' are valid, and 

like the former two mentioned they should 

be integrated with objectives c and d. 

This would avoid the risk of changing 

history of architecture into history of 

construction. 

History of architecture courses which form 

the basis for the study of theory of 

architecture are also fully justified. 
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In fact, in Venezuela all existing courses 

of theory of architecture are given by 

history lecturers, within history 

departments, and in several other countries 

by project tutors with deep historical 

knowledge, or by history lecturers that 

are studio tutors. 

Courses as a means for learrthg to do 

research may provide important contribuition 

to architectural education, because 

history, by its nature and methods, is an 

excellent way to learn what research is all 

about. The causality of history also 

provides a good lesson for architecture. 

As a 'means toward learning how to think' 

it is more difficult to define the 

contribution of history of architecture, 

but no doubt, what has been said about b, 

c, e, f, g and h is more or less applicable. 

History courses as a means and a basis fdr 

critical methodlogical analysis of 

architecture, are important for the same 

reasons given_x for b, c and d, although, 

unfortunately the transfer to present 

architecture in our environment and project 
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work is not always made. 

History of architecture courses as 'ends' 

to form historians of architecture has not 

been really undertaken in Venezuela, This 

would mean more of a workload within 

architectural studies, justigying a 

diversified option. 

Of all these objectives, those lettered 

from c to Z correspond with those proposed 

by the three Faculties as general or 

specific. 

At this point it is good to stress the fact 

that stating broad objectives does not 

mean a lack of precise objectives. This is 

one point in which most programmes are 

short of definition, with the exception of 

L. U. Z., because they should state achievements 

expected in relation with knowledge, use 

of knowledge, observable behaviour, and 

the knowledge transfer. This allow the 

lecturer to give more precision to his 

courses and to assess student performance 

in relation to given requirements, and 

allows the student to know in advance what 

is expected of him helping him to orienting 
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his efforts and interests. 

5.3.2. Contents; 

History of architecture is rich enough, and 

it is so interrelated with all cultural 

(socio-political-economics) and physical 

(geo-moorphic, ecological, etc) aspects 

of life, that it presents unlimited 

possibilities for course contents. If we 

further consider history as interpretation 

the same contents may be taught over again 

with a variety of slants. 

History courses are occupy a few hour per 

week which demands the selection of the 

contents most likely to be useful to 

architectural students. 

Contents must depend upon objectives, as 

analysed above, so as not only to provide 

an outlet for lecturers-interest but to 

contribute to student. education as well. 

Contents shall differ depending on whether 

courses are intended as means or ends. 

If courses are considered as ends, their 

contents must be comprehensive and their 
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depth shall depend on whether they are 

intended as general cultural background 

or specialization for architectural 

historians. We shall discuss this point 

when we come to our proposals in chapters 

5 and 6 of Part II. 

We shall comment here, only on those 

contents that we have found to exist in 

the Faculties studied of Venezuela. 

They are,; 

a. Chronological - total or partial 

b. Modern movements - chronological 

c. Selected periods 

d. Selected civilizations 

e. Styles 

f. Representative buildings and spaces 

g. Urban evolution. 

Chronologically, was the traditional way 

to teach history, which had the advantage 

of following a general established order. 

It has nevertheless been abandoned in many 

Faculties of Architecture, because it takes 

too much time. Also it is not possible to 

teach the entire history of architecture, 
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with adequate depth. More importance must 

be given to post industrial revolution and 

particularly modern movements. 

It is common place to find courses starting 

with modern architecture to place students 

early in to the present context at an early 

stage, and then to go back in time to 

follow a chronological process. 

Selected periods area consequence of the 

above mentioned problem of time, and the 

criteria for selection may be varied. A 

common one is to select periods corresponding 

to western civilization, using in some cases 

eastern architecture with clear characteristic 

and relevance to present movements. In general, 

preference is given to periods with good 

documentary sources, which are clear enough 

to offer present didactic possibilities. 

Toynbee's influence has predominated, so 

that in some cases, civilizations are 

selected following his classification, and 

are studied chronologically. 

Styles were, for a long periods, the basis 

of historical studies and of desig4nas well 
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being normative in measure, proportion, 

scale and composition. In the present day 

when styles are not used as such, the 

classic line, from Greek to Barroque and 

even beyond is still used as a content 

in many courses. 

The use of representative buildings or 

spaces and their evolution through time 

is sometimes a rewarding kind of content 

for history courses. It provides a good 

background to certain studies, with the 

inconveniences that it lacks comprehensiveness. 

The study of urban evolution, considered 

as a container of all human activities and 

all kinds of buildings and spaces, may be a 

good way to give a new interest to history 

contents. 

Of the three Faculties L. U. Z. offers a more 

ordered content, although less tvaried, 

but with more problems of ubication and 

depth. 

It would seem that course contents oriented 

fowardd both the means and ends mentioned 

above could contribute to produce an 
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architect with good general historical 

background and a capacity for methodological 

analysis. This requires a great deal of 

hard work in history courses, the correct 

timing the correct contents and the 

appropriate teaching and assessment methods. 

But this is becoming increasingly difficult 

with the compulsory incorporation of general 

studies in the Universities. 

In what concerns other subjects history of 

architecture should be considered as 

complementary to them so as to make clear 

to students the relations existing between 

them. This is at present only suggested 

to students through history courses. 

When diversification or specialization in 

architectural studies is considered, history 

should have a word to say. Let us take as 

an example the proposed diversification for 

the fifth year in L. U. Z. Planning and building 

sciences are both offered for which the 

prerequisite should be to have a previous 

course in history of the respective subject. 

National architecture, with due consideration 

to vernacular an international influences, 
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should be an important concern in history 

of architecture courses. In view of the 

lack of information and previous research, 

a common-effort by all three Faculties 

should be made. This effort should contribute 

not only-to architectural education but to 

the profession-as well. 

5.3.3. Teaching and Assessment Methods: 

Teaching and-assessment methods used in 

the Faculties of Architecture studied are 

few, as we have seen in Chapter 4 compared 

with the great-variety of methods currently 

being used in higher education. 

We must recognise as important, the fact 

that the large numbers of students in classes 

make the use of some of the new methods that 

tend more to individual teaching and active 

participation of students very difficult 

these require very small groups or individual 

tutorials to be-, effective. In the U. C. V. 

that has the largest student population, 

classes for compulsory courses sometimes 

have as many as 200 students, a class of 

about 50 to 60 is considered small in some 

elective courses. 
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Probably the main reason why new teaching 

methods are not used in history courses, 

is that this new educational trend has not 

come to Venezuela, and consequently 

lecturers, that are professionals borrowed 

for teaching, are not-aware of the possibilities 

or are unable to use them properly. 

On the next page, figure 12, we present, ýa 

list of teaching methods containing those 

used at present, those whose use could be 

improved, and others that could be used. 

This list has been prepared on the basis 

of two lists we presented in Part I of this 

work, when discussing teaching methods. 

In that list, methods have been grouped 

according-to their characteristics and the 

group size that suit them best. First 

lectures or class presentation apt for 

large groups and second the group we call 

experience (study trips and visits). Then 

the group considered as 'seminars' mainly 

apt for middle and small groups, followed 

by 'special aid' mehtods. As to group 

teaching methods, we have palced several 

methods requiring student or lecturer 
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TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT METHODS 
/"__.... e:.. 

Larg e Middle Small Ind. 
+20 10-20 3- 8 

Lectures 

Class Presentation 

Study Trips 

Visits 

Seminars 

Controlled Discussion 

Free Discussion 

Study Case 

Sindicate Method 

Buzz Groups 

T. V. 

Films 

Slide-Tape 

Tape 

Automated Learning 

Computer Teaching 

Programmed Learning 

Laboratory 
Group Tutorial 

Group Supervision 

Team Teaching 

Proyect 

Simulation 

Critics 

Synectic 

Individual Study 

Individual Tutorial 

Reading 



f 
E 
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groups. Then in simulation, we have 

simulations and projects. For idea 

stimulators we have critics and synectics, 

and finally, individual study. 

Of all those mentioned, 'visual-aids' is 

the least developed, and it may be very 

useful as an aid to individual study, 

requiering a great deal of preparation 

and continious actualization because it 

happens sometimes that programmes or other 

aids remain unchanged for years. They 

neither contributing to promote thought 

or change attitudes, but merely repeat 

information that could be found easily 

in books. 

We believe that lectures and class 

presentations must continue to be used. 

Study trips and visits used very sparingly 

now, should be used more, because they are 

an important way to motivate students. 

Of the next group, seminars should be used 

more when class size, controlled discussions 

as at present, and some other methods should 

be introduced such as free discussion, study 
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case, sindicate method and buzz-groups. They 

would be difficult to implement immediately, 

but they could be introduced progressively. 

The special aids group, not used at present 

but for the slides within lectures, must be 

introduced as an important support to 

individual study. We should try to produce 

materials for all possible course contents, 
I 

starting with those considered compulsory. 

These methods even with a high initial cost, 

should be used as a way to allow large 

student populations to receive some kind of 

individual teaching. 

Besides team teaching, being used in L'. U. Z. 

group tutorial and supervision may be 

improved over their present use, and 

'laboratory' in the four of workshops for 

models and comparative studies, could be 

introduce. 

Concerning projects and simulation, the 

use of the former in stimulating more 

interest in history should be considerable 

enlarged with a better coordination and 

pre-programming. Simulation could be used 
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to advantage, in certain studies, where 

information exists, particularly for 

urban studies and for setting the right 

framework for students to understand 

cultural and built environment. 

Criticsm, used mainly in class presentation 

could be better used form a methodological 

point of view, and in relating history to 

project work as a prerequisite. Synectic 

may contribute in understanding and studying 

architectural facts, and requires an 

introduction and previous lecturer 

preparation. 

Individual study occurs now in a very natural 

way, as a support to practical work. The 

reading skill must be improved through some 

special instruction for students. Individual 

tutorial although difficult to achieve with 

large numbers, could be progressively 

attempted, 

There are in fact, several new methods that 

could be used to improve student motivation 

and to enlarge the student is knowledge and 

awareness of architecture. Their 

implementation could contribute to a better 
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architectural education through history 

courses. 

In what concerns assessment methods, the 

lack of variety and experience is still 

greater than in teaching methods. 

"The" methos most commonly used is still 

the written examination partial and final. 

The trend to replace examinations by work 

assessment has no real justification 

excepting if works could be designed so 

as to allow for a comprehensive coverage 

of the course contents. That is very 

difficult to achieve if conceptual 

understanding, promotion of thought, 

and changes of. attitudes are expected from 

students. 

In any case, the main reasons for the 

lack of variety in assessment methods are: 

1. the lack of variety of teaching methods 

used, and 

2. the lack of precision as to achievements 

expected from students, stated in course 

programmes. 

In this respect it seems convenient to 
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repeat that assessment as it is now 

established, depends almost uniquely on 

the lecturer and that there have been 

no serious attempts to systematise 

assessment. 

it is evident that in relation to 

assessment there is a real need for 

research, more methods, new more objective 

examinations through a jury assessment, 

and the use of continual assessment or 

working juries when possible. 

Assessment must be more than a 'measuring' 

process of retentive memory. It must be an 

'educational process to test behavioural 

attitudes in the use of knowledge'. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE TEACHING. 

1. Objectives 

1.1. Are the objectives of the history of architecture 

courses coincident with the Faculty objectives? 

1.2. If they are not. In what they are not coincident? 

Why? 

1.3. In your opinion, which must the objectives for 

history of architecture courses in the Faculty? 

2. Courses ubication. 
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2.1. Are, in your opinion the courses of history of 

architecture well placed? 

2.2.1-PIopose the right ubication, on your opinion and 

give reasons. 

2.3. Why are the courses bad placed, if they are? 

2.4. How many courses should exist within the Faculty 

and which? 
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3. Contents. 

1 3.1. Which is the content of the existing courses? 

3.2. If you do not agree with those contents, please 

explain why? 

Should it be possible to change those contents or 

not? Why Not? 

4. Teaching and Assessment methods. 

4.1. Which are the teaching methods used now on history 

of a architecture courses? 
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4.2. Do you think that those methods are the most 

appropriate? 

4.3. What other methods do you consider it should be 

used? 

4.4. Which are the assessment methods used now on 

history of architecture courses? 

4.5. Do you think that those methods are the most 

appropriate? 

4.6. What other methods do you consider it should be 

used for assessment? 
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S. Research. 

5.1. Do you take part on research work on history of 

architecture in the Faculty? Which? 

5.2. Do you take part on other multidisciplinary research 

work within the Faculty? Which? 

5.3. On your opinion which should be the areas of 

research on history of architecture? 

5.4. Are these resources in the Faculty for research? 
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6. Other Aspects. 

. 6.1. Please mention any other aspect you consider 

important, that in your opinion must be considered 

in the teaching of history of architecture in the 

Faculty. 

6.2. If you wish please write your name. 
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Sciences. 

- Project for lecturers preparation for general studies in the Central 

University of Venezuela. 

- Seminar or Urban Design 

- Departmentýof Methods. Calendar 

- Department of Methods. Organization. 

- Department of Methods. General information about the research group. 
Nbdels and Systems Section. 

- General Studies U C. T. 

UNIVERSITY OF LOS ANDES 

History of Architecture 

- Pragrama for analytic Architecture I, 1967 

- Analytic Architecture I 
Program 1968 G. Castellanos 

- Program for Analytic Architecture II, 1968 

- Program for Analytic Architecture III, 1968 

- Program for Analytic Architecture IV, 1969 

- Program for Analytic Architectur I, 1970 

- Program for Analytic Architecture II, 1970 
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- Program for , Analytic Architecture IV, 1970 

- Definitive Programmes for basic cycle. 1971 

- Definitive-Pfogramnes for profesional cycle, 1971 

- Introduction to History of Architecture I 

Program 1971 D. Roncayolo 

- History of Modern Architecture I 

Program 1971 C. Diaz 

- Theory of contemporary Architecture 

Program 1971 A. Vanegas 

- Curricular requirements and. programmes for professional cycle. 1971. 

-- History of Renaissance Architecture I 

Program 1971 G. Diaz 

- Theory of Architecture I 

Program 1971 D. Poncayolo 

History of Colonial Architecture in Latin America 

Program 1971 A. Vanegas 

- Definitive Programmes for professional cycle 
Second sequester 1972. 

History of Renaissance Architecture II 

Program 1973 A. Vanegas 

History of Colonial Architecture in Latin America 

Program 1973 C. H. Caminos 

Theory of Architecture II 
Program 1973 D. Roncayolo 
Modern Architecture - Contemporary Architecture 

'rPiogram 1974 D. Roncayolo 

- Survey of the Research Centre 

- Report Presented by Architect B. Hidalgo about research project: 
"Housing on squatter village in the city d Merida" 

- Methodological guide for research 

- Report presented by architect B. Hidalgo about "organization of 
the Methodology of research course" 

Courses Programmes. 

- Theory and Design Methods 
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- Theory and Design Methods. 

- Report of Studio about rural buildings systems. 

- About a theory of Architecture 

- Course on methodology for scientific research 

- E>qDerimental education project 

- Architectural studies in the University of Los Andes. Results of 
ten years. 

- Report Program. Studio about rural buildings systems. 

- Project to transform the research centre in Institute. 

- Proposition to transform the Faculty of Architecture in Faculty 

of Sciences of Physical Environment. 

-- Scientific research. 

^ýPtoject for new curriculu. Credit system. 1971. 

- Regulation for collateral works. Department of historical and 
humanistic disciplines, 

Report of students about Renaissance Architecture course. 
Second sen ster, 1972. 

Urban Planning I 

-- Seminar on urban studies I 

Landscape architecture I 

- Landscape architecture II 

-- Planning 

- Squatter villages 

- Urban studies II 
Seminar on urban design 

Urban planning II 

Research Centre. Planning Section. 

Sarin ar on urban studies. 
A system of spatial identification for the city of Merida 

Others 

Curriculun. Academic year 1973 
About a new universitary structure. 
Research Centre. Planning Section. R. Perez 

I 
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Eq)erlmental studies D. Roncayolo 

- proposition for the discussion of a new development plan; academic, 

administrative and physical for the Faculty of Architecture. 

Organizing Committee of the Second internal Seminar. 1972. 

- Dean's Report. 1972. 

- Curriculu. Faculty of Architecture 1972. 

- Report of the course on Colonial Architecture in Latin America. 

= Appendix to a report of the Department of Historical and Hiznanistic 

disciplines. Second semester 1972. 

- Curriculum- Academic year 1974. 

- Instructions for research works. Research Centre. 

UNIVERSITY OF ZULIA. 

History of Architecture. 

Program, of History of Architecture I 

Year 1967 C. Vera Guardia 

-- Project for History of Architecture I and II Programmes 

C. Vera Guardia 
Program of History of Architecture II 

Year 1968 E. Ibanez 
Program of History of Architecture I 

Year 1969 C. Vera Guardia 

- Program of History of Architecture II 

Year 1968 E. Ibanez 

- History of ARchitecture i 

Program 1969 C. Vera Guardia 

- History of Architecture II 

Program 1969 

- History of Architecture I 

Program 1970 C. Vera Guardia 

History of Architecture II 

Program 1970 N. de Perez 

History of Architecture i 

Program 1971 C. Vera Guardia 
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- History of Architecture II 

Program 1971 N. de Perez 

- History of Architecture II 

FPkogram 1972 C. Vera Guardia 

- History of Architecture I 

Program 1972 N. de Perez 

- History of Architecture I 

Program 1973 A. de Casado, C. Ferrer,, M. Sempere 

- History of Architecture II 

Program 1973 N. de Perez, C. Ferrer 

- History of Architecture I 

Program 1974 A. de Casado, C. Ferrer, M. Sempere 

- History of Architecture II 

Program 1974 C. Ferrer, A. de Casado, M. Sere 

Other Documents. 

Education of a new architect in the University of Zulia. 

Paper presented to the first architectural education meeting. 1961. 

unprovecnt program for lecturers and researchers, 
M. Casas A. 1963 

- University of Zulia. Internal Seminar, 1964 

-, Doctrine and methodiogy on architectural education. 
Considerations about orientation on architectural studies. 

- Permanent Lecturers Seminar about architectural teaching in the 

University of Zulia. August to November 1964 

Document for assessment of socio-humanistic disciplines. 

- Document on preliminary assessment and programming for the academic 

year 1967 

- Methodological bases for prospective and assessment of the 

educational process of the professional that must influence the 

evolution of the built environment. 
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